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Chapter I 1 

lNTFOIlJCTlDN 

I,. 1;'1:1 Jlnything that exists on the surface of the earth 

must have its geography. The location of educational 

institutions too, has a spatial bias which is not homogeneous 

in its nature of development or growth. Educati'on, like 

. many other aspects of society is hierarchical in nature, 

ranging from primary through middle, secondary, college 

and university. This whole structure is spread over a 

wide spectrum of various size-classes of urban and rural 

centres. This hierarchical ordering of the educational 

system is not distributed homogeneously over space. 

1.1~2 Recently geographers have been more keenly interested 

in studying the intexnal organizations of a distribution, the 

location of the elements of the distribution with respect to 

each other. This kind of location is always relative; 

Geographers frequently talk about the pattern of a 

distribution using teDDs like 'dense', 'sparse', 'agglomerated', 

'dispersed' and 'linear'. The way th~se teDDs simultaneously 

relate the location of these elements of a distribution and 

to the entire distribution are subtle and important. In 

recent years internal relative location has often been 

called the 'spatial or regional structure' which undoubtedly 

forms the title of the dissertation. 

1.1.3 Spatial structure and spatial process are circularly 

causal. structure is a determinant of process as much as 

process is a detexminant of structure. Hence we can safely 
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si!1'f that spatial structure is a concept applicable to both 

static distributions and to processes which appear to us as 

dynamic. Primarily for this reason we tend to analyse the 

very basis of the organization of any structure which is 

often arranged in a hierarchy. 

1.1.4 The term 'organization' refers to a system of 

consciously co-ordinated activities or forces of two or 

more important elements. Somet imes two or more organ izat ions 

which are separate legal entities are closely related to and 

dependent on each other. they form a system of primary and 

secondary organizations. A system is considered to be a 

complex unit. formed of many diverse parts subject to a common 

plan or serving a cOlllnon purpose. The sub-units of the 

system are regarded as secondary organizations, they interact 

with each other and such interaction make the system larger 

than the mere sum of its part. Such a system may form part 

of a still larger and more complex organization. In view of 

this. the present research work in wider persp4!9tive 
I 

incorporates the 'systems approach'. -A system-is a set of 

inter-connected parts or elements. Each part may be called 

a sUb-system fomed by still smaller parts. Thus there is a 

hierarchy of systems SIIlaller ones forming parts of the 
•

l~ger ones. For all purposes of convenience and uniformity 

universities will be viewed as a system with colleges of 

Post-Graduate, Graduate and under-Graduate standard forming 

the sub-system. all of which are dynamic in its nature and 

character of development. 
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1.1'~ Therefore. the hierarchic nature of any systEIII is 

equally synonymous to the systEIII of education as well. This 

system of education incorporates an :l.mportant elElllent of the 

Theory of central Places propounded by Walter Christaller in 

1864. His theory related to the hierarchy of urban functions 

from the highest order centra-. to the lowest order. The 

teDDinology of Christaller is straight forward. Qentral 

places are broadly synonymous with towns that serve as 

centres for regional communities. by providing them with 

central goods and services; Qentral places often vary in 

importance. Higher order centres stock a wide array of 

goods and services, lower order centres stock a smaller 

range of goods and services - that is some limited part of 

the range offered by the higher centre. Complementary 

regions are areaS served by a central place. Therefore. 

the higher order centres are large and overlap the small 

complementary regions of the lowest order centre. 

1.1.6 Schools provide a good example of a c-*'tral place 

organization. The local elementary school provide a lower 

order centre (to use Christallerts teDD) which serves a 

small part of the city or a single rural community.' There 

are a larger number of such schools in any state and they 

teach children drawn only a few sq. miles (i.e•• they have 

small complementary regions or small cate.hment areas);" Above 

the elementary schools come the higher order services provided 

by the high schools and colleges of various kinds. As we 

move higher up the educational ladder the number ;of centres 
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becomes smaller and their complementary regions become 

lGltger. At the top of the ladder, stands the state 

university, often a single institution, serving students 

drawn from the whole state and outside its complementary 

regions. Education is just one range of central good and 

central services that give character to the central place 

organization and helps to distinguish the central place 

functions of one settlement from those of another. From 

the above description, it is clear how central place theory 

is applicable to higher education. -The principle that the 

city is the product of its region, and the region is served 

and transfoxmed by its city illustrates the reciprocal and 

dynamic nature of relationship between the city and its 

region. It is this reciprocality that constitutes the logic 

of central place theory and integrates urban centres with 

the region. Both the urban and regional structures are 

changing and constitute a set of inter-related sUb-systems 

resting in an upward hierarchic manner from the lowest order 
1sUb-systems to the national system-.

srATEMENT OF THE ProBLEM 

The present dissertation deals with one of the 

neglected aspects in India's social geography, i.e., 

education. The study analysts the regional structure of-higher education in India, first, by identifying the 

1	 V.L.S. Prakasa Rao, V.K. Tiwari and H. Ramachandran, 
"Urban Svstem and the Regional Economy-, Paper 
presentea at the Indo-French SeDinar,' Jawaharlal 
Nehru University, New Delhi .!l79, p.l. 
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university domains; and secondly; by disaggregating enrolment 

in the affiliated colleges for each size-elass of urban and 

rural centres. Finally. it brings to light the regional 

imbalances in the process of educational development by 

selecting a set of indicators. 

1.2.'2 Education in India is not uniformly distributed 

over space and is hierarChical in its nature. The purpose 

of the study is to highlight the disparities in the spatial 

distribution of institutions of higher learning. This is 

done by grouping all colleges into a hierarchic order based 

on the size-classification of cities and villages. This 

approach makes clear the conflicting and complex processes 

of education and gives one a clear spatial picture of the 

existing reality. 

1:2.3 Bat knowing university-level variation is not•enough. we must also find out the degree of developnent of 

higher education in various states. For this purpose a 

state-wise analysis is undertaken. In the analysis of such 

distributions. it is important to observe that location 

forms the prime focus of the study. The dissertation also 

includes a broad historical survey of the development of 

education in India. hl understanding of the existing pattem 

leads to recognize the essentially dualistic nature of 

educational development in the country. The coastal areas 

witnessed a more vigorous developnent in the colonial period. 
I 

while the interior areas lagged far behind. 
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1.2~'4 The present study stresses the importance of 
I 

disaggregating the	 data at the state. university and college 

r	 levels as a first necessary step for making more meaningful 

generalizations. lh the words of Professor V.K.R.V. Rao, 

I 
~. 

-location of colleges will have to be carefully planned to 

see that every college attains a viable size. where it is 

I 

I. 
both economical and	 efficient within three to five years~ 
and to ensure that there is no unhealthy educational~ 
competition between	 college and a college-.2 

1.2 ~'5 lh order to show a hierarchical spread of education, 

the location of the colleges in a particular university has 

been categorised on the basis of census definition of various 
; '. c classes of urban and rural centres. 

A considerable growth has taken place in literacy 

and education in India during the period since Independence. 

It is, however, well known that this progress is mainly in 

I.	 urban areaS while the vast rural areal have remained 

relatively backward in educational infrastructure. 
.' 

One of the serious lacunae in our existing educational 

system is the lack of proper planning so far as the location of 

colleges are concerned; The need for correcting the Situation 

was felt because higher education in Jndia continues to be 

highly urban oriented. 10 recent years there has been a 

2	 V.K.R.V. Rao's address in the Proceedings of the 
Conference of the Vice-c.l1ancellors, 21-23 April 
1969,' p.14. 
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shift towards establishing institutes in rural areas. 

However, these attempts are still in a preliminary stage~ 

Por exanple, in 1964-65 only one out of seven institutions 

was located in rural areaS. In case of enrolment the 
",' 

position waS even worse, i.e., only one out of eleven 

students in university institutions came from the rural 

areaS. There has been some improvement in the situation in 

the recent past, but we have to go a long way in expanding 

facilities for higher education in and for the rural areas. 

Our obj ective of improving the lot of the common man is 

certainly incompatible with the concentration of university 

institutions only in the urban areas. This distance between 

the universities and rural areas does not help in bridging 

the gulf between the ~spective elite and the masses and 

the confrontation with the rural masses prevents the 

university from making any worthwhile contribution to the 

solution of this problem. -No where in India was there a 

class of faxmers putting into the land the seeds of learning. 

The high schools and colleges did not teach them abeut 

manures and rotation, tillage and so11 treating-. 3 

1.2.8 The technological advance led to the establishment 

of a diversified system of education and with increasing 

demands for varying degrees of applied and professional 

p-;'1l4. 

3 
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skills renumerated at different levels, there arose a much 

wider range of differentiation between the classes of 

employed persons. Diversification in the courses began 

with the development of the economy of the country. But 

since education in lridia lacked the foresight of proper 

development it resulted in the creation of a pool of 

educated unemployed. This waS because our education system 

was not employment oriented. Only recently the Government 

of India has launched the programme of vocational 

education. 

1.2~9 The period Since Independence has been marked by 

an explosive growth of universities as well as student 

enrolment (Appendices lEI and IFI). It is evident from the 

nature of enrolment that arts students form the bulk of 

the student population. lri science the peak in enrolment 

was reached in the year 1965-66. In commerce faculty the 

rate of growth in enrolment declined sharply in early 

sixties and then increasedi' reaching its second peak in the 

year 1967-68, and then declining slightly. This may be 

because of the fact that trade and cOlllmerce activities in 

our economy have grown throughout the period. In engineering 

faculty the rate of growth came down sharply in the early 

Sixties. Because of emphasis on industrialisation in the 

second plan in the late fifties and early Sixties enrolment 

in this faculty waS considerably high. But by 1961-62 it 

was observed that the supply of engineering graduates was 

much more than what the economy could absorb. After 1964-66, 



emphasis was shifted to industrialisation, enrolment in 

engineering again increased. During the late sixties it 

again declined sharply. As a result of a breakthrough in 

electronics engineering and chemical technology in the 

seventies, demand for engineering graduates appeared to 

have picked up again. This shifting tendency from one 
,: 

subject to another	 according to the demands of the economy 

appears to be a very salient question. 

1.2.10 Thus it is clear that though education is
 

recognized as playing a central role in national development,
 
•
I

and that substantial growth in education has taken place 

during the period since lOdependence, the situation 

undoubtedly is far	 from satisfactory. It is not that the 

oft-repeated aims and obj ectives have not been achieved and 

the targets set for	 such important sectors of education 

have not been ful filled. &It the whole structure betrays 

serious weaknesses	 of a fundamental character which appear 

to be more or less	 inherent in the system. MOreover, the 

differential nature	 of progress of education during the 
I,	 

last thirty years haS created great unevenness between 

regions, widening the gap between the developed and under

developed regions. 

1.2;11 In a nutshell, the main objective of the dissertation 

is to highlight the	 structural and spatial imbalances in 

levels of educational development. lO view of the above 

stated objective, it has been posited here that education 
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in India has a very	 strong urban bias mainly resulting 
~ , 

,	 from the distorting influences exerted by the policies of 

the colonial rulers. Over the years the colonial character 
f 

of higher education has been further accentuated. The gap 

between educational enrolment and population in each class 

of urban and rural centres displays disparate frau one 
~ , 

university to another. 

1.3 Significance of the §tudx 

1.3.1 The importance of this study lies in the fact that 

..	 it brings to light the regional variations in the structure 

of higher education. The state of education in India has 

been changing from time to time depending on the political. 

social and economic situation - obtaining at a given point 

I, of time. 

1.3."2 The significance of the study lies in the fact that 

it brings out the development potential of certain areas, 

so far neglected. 

1:3.3 The identification of such a structure is only 

possible if the problem is analysed spatially. As needs 

or demands differ from place to place. it is necessary for 

adequate development of education to, undertake areal surveys 

on micro-level to understand areal problems more closely. 

"Why an educational institution of that particular nature 

or level is there where it is?" This important question can 

only be answered if distribution of educational institutions 
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is analysed spatially. 

1.3i4 This study also highlights the fact that decisions 

regarding the location of new colleges Should be based on 

locational principles emphasizing demand or threshold, 

distance aDong various centres, their size and hierarchical 

network, so that equal opportunity of education may be 

provided to all sections of society irrespective of caste, 

creed, religion and political idealogy. 

1.4 Data Base 

1.4.1 The data used for computational work was obtained 

from University Rounds and 54 fo1'lDs available at the 

University Grants Commission. Data included Ca) location 

of higher education institutions, (b) enrolment of students 

according to types and levels. The types included: 
" . 

1. General Education 

(i) Arts, (ii) Science, (ill) commerce, 

and Civ) others. 

2. Professional Education 

(i) Education, (ii) Law, (iii) Agriculture, 

(iv) Engineering/Technology, (v) Medicine 

including dentistry and public health, 
'. 

(vi) Veterniary Sciences, and (vii) other 

colleges of professional education. 
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3.	 Other types of higher education. Levels of 

education are: (i) Universities, (ii) Research 

Institutions, (iii) Post-Graduate, (iv) Graduate 

and (v) Under-Graduate or Pre-1.Jliversity level. 

l.4.~ For the other part of the analysis in which levels 

of educational development have been determined at the state 

level data was derived fran 5:lucation 10 India,' 1969-1970 

A §lca;tistical Survey. Tne data relates to tne year 1969-70 

and for the sake of uniformity the academic year nas been 

taken to coincide witn the financial, i.e., it extends from 

April 1969 to 31st March 1971. The statistics relate only to 

registered institutions in those institutions in which the 

course of study followed is either prescribed by the 

Government of by a University and those which attain a 

reasonable stand of efficiency. Research institutes have 

been taken into account which provide facilities for 

teaching. The data obtained relates to the following variables: 

1.	 NUmber: of 5:lucational Institutions of 

Universities; 

2.	 Enrolment of Students; 

3.	 Teachers; 

4.	 Direct Expenditure. 

Levels include: 

1.	 Universities; 

2.	 lhstitutions deemed to be Universities; 

3.	 1ntexmediate Edu.cation; 
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4.	 ODlleges for General Education and 

other education; 

5.	 Colleges for Research; 

6.	 ODlleges for Professional Education 

Graduate as well as Post-Graduate levels; 

7 Institutions meant for teacher's training 

basic training colleges (P.G., U.G.) and 

·	 ..... non-basic training colleges. arts and crafts 

(U.G.). pre-Primary/pre-basic under graduate 

training colleges. 

1;'4.'3 The enrolment of students and number of teachers 

follow the same pattexn of. categorisation of college 

education. It is customary to classify the sources of 

educational finance as follows (i) central Government, 

(11)	 state Govexnment. (111) Local Bodies, (iv) Fees,· 

(v) Enrolments and (vi) others. Clearly the first three 

categories make up the total expenditure component as used 

in this study. 

1.4:4 The other data needed included population figures 

for various classes of rural and urban centres and for age 

groups 16-26 years. The latter dat a were needed to remove 

the bias of scale. The population figures according to 

urban/rural classification were derived from the District 

Census Handbooks of 1971. The following other tables may 

be mentioned : 

1.	 State and District Population Tables. 1971. 
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2. General Population Tables. India. 

3. All Primary Census Abstract, ICj!f-1 • 

1.4.5 Accordingly the classification of location of 

colleges into various categories of urban/rural was obtained 

from various District Census Handbooks. The population data 

relating to age group 16-26 years in various states are 

actually been calculated by adding up single age population 

returns.4 Total workers statewise have also been obtained 

from the Qensus Volume. 5 

· . Besides a vast number of reports and journals were 

also consulted in the course of this study. 

1.5 ~~ons of Data 

The available data are not always classified in a 

manner which can be conveniently used for this purpose. 

Then one is faced with the wide discrepancies between the 

educational data that relates to the year 1975-76 and the 

other data that pertain to the census year 1971. Moreover. 

the population of the age--group corresponding to higher 

education for the first part of the analysis could not be 

obtained. because it was not available in the format required. 

4 census of India. 1971 - Ulpublished Table DI. 
Social and Cultural Tables. 

5 Qensus of India. 1971, Selected Economic Tables 7. 
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Hence, total population haS been taken into account and 

this might slightly distort the results. 

1.5.2 Then one is faced witn wide discrepencies between 

the aggregative data from different publications such as 

the Annual Reports of the Ministry of Education and the 

Reports of the decennial population censuses. Taking in 

view such constraints, the figures relating to Education of 

1969-70 have been deflated by the population by age-group 

and total workers of 1971 respectively. This deflation of 

the quantitative indicators was indispensable for comparison 

purposes. Moreover, since education is mostly a state 

subject there are differences in the organisation of data 

in different states. Then, there were problems of 

administrative organization. Since the education data 

pertain to the year 1969-70, the state of Assam included 

Meghalaya. After the split in 1971-72, Meghalaya emerged 

as separate entity. For matter of conven~ence and for 

comparative reasons the figures relating to population 

according to age-groups and total workers of Meghalaya 

were added to AsSam population and workers respectively. 

1~5.~ With the help of available data an attempt has been 

made to study the immediate problem which relates to identifying 

regional dispatities and inherent contradiction in our 

Indian educational system. 
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1 ..'6 Methodolpay 
• 

1.6.1 In pursuance of the obj ectives of the dissertation 

particular methods have been adopted to measure the extent 

of the regional disparities of the educational structure in 

India. Since universities vary greatly in the number of 

colleges they affiliate and the number of districts (MapI·1)fhe':;l 

encompass, the task, therefore, involved the delienation of 

the ttliversity Domains (see Map 1.2). In order to see the 

hierarchical spread of educational facilities, the location 

of each college has been classified into various size 

classes of urban and rural centres as recognised by the 

census. Since tne crux of the problem involves the task of 

highlighting the spatial disparities in the availability 

of higher education facilities, a map has been drawn Showing 

the location of universities and colleges in each state 

(Map 1.3). 

1.6.2 Secondly, in order to measure the gap between 

population and enrolment in each category of urban/rural 

centres for different universities, percentages have been 

calculated. This is followed by the depiction of data in 

the fODD of simple line - graphS for all affiliating 

universities. 

1.6:3 There exist today great inequalities in our higher 

education facilities. Therefore, it becomes challenging 

to measure these inequalities through the application of a 

statistical method. The most appropriate teChnique found 
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to meaSure the degree of inequality is the Gini's 

coefficient which seeks to project here such inequalities 

between the urban and the rural areas served by particular 

universities. The two variables that have been taken _into 

account are enrolment in higher education institutions 

according to the size class of cities and villages and 

their corresponding population. In order to make the 

exercise worthwhile, certain universities have been clubbed 

together because they served an overlapping region. This 

resulted in the reduction of the number of Gini's coefficient 

to forty-nine. It is important to note that to get accurate 

values the first step waS to find out the ratio of enrolment 

to population for all classes of rural/urban centres 

separately. This was done so that the percentages of 

enrolment and population could be arranged in the descending 

order for each hierarchical order of urban and rural places. 

It was then possible to apply the formula without any 

discrepancy. Ginits coefficient is ~tationally expressed as: 

G= 1ooXIOO 

Lorenz curves have been drawn for all universities except 

those of national importance, and institutions deemed to 

be universities. 
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i. 

To determine the level of educational developnent 

of states. a Composite.. Index has been evolved. There are 

four chosen_i~d_~c_a1;~rs : ~ Institutions. (11) Enrolment. 

(iii) Teachers and (iv) Direct E.xpenditure. Since the. , 

objective is to study the regional disparities of state( 

Union Territories it was necessary to remove the bias of 

scale. Accordingly,' the ~umber of educati~nali_nst1tut1ons 

were deflated by the population per liOOO population with 

the age-group 16-26 years~' The same procedure for other 

indicators was followed by deflating it per 1.000 population 

within the age group 16-26 years. as the latter coincides 

with the time period assigned to finish higher studies. 

Exception was in the case of the number of teachers whiCh 

was deflated by per 1,~ working population for each state. 

The final form of this data involves the compositing of the 

various indicators. The problem has two major aspects: 

first. the problem of eliminating the bias of scale, and 

secondly. that of determining weightages to different 

variables. -If the observations on variables are divided 

by their respective means. one can get rid of scale bias 

without affecting the dispersion or the relative position of 

observations in the series-.6 This method has. of course,' 

its limitations. Once the bias of unit of measurement is 

removed from the observation the crucial problem remains that 
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'. .	 of assigning appropriate weightages to variables. If one 

has sufficient insight into the nature and magnitude of the 

inter-relations among the selected variables, one might 

choose to deteI1lline the weightages through judgement. This 

method, however, is open to criticism and hence no such 

attempt has been made. Hence for all purposes of convenience,' 

after having standardised the variables, all the four 

indicators for each state have been added together separately 

to give us the composite index. It is always better, to 

give equal importance to all variables when there are no 

SUfficient reasons to believe otherwise. Spatial analysis 

of this kind has been further substantiated with choropleth 

maps for all indicators used in the study. 

LITERATIJRE 9JR\£Y 

Since education is positively related to the 

developnent of a nation and is a function of socio-economic 

and political set up of a particular place, it would be 

correct to classify the entire gamut of literature on 

education into the following categories; 

(a) Education and Economic Development 

(b) Education and Social Developnent 
, . 

(d Education and Political Development 

(d) Spatial Aspects of Educational tevelopnent. 



i 

') 3r'_ .. 

qducation and pconomic DeYelopment7 

The relationship between education and economic 

develoJEent is not a new discovery. Interest in htmlanr . 

capital,dates back to the days of ~smith who includes 

·the acquired and useful abilities of all the inhabitants 

or members of society in his concept of fixed capital·.8 

Alfred Marshall, emphasised the importance of "investing in 

human beinge·.9 The relevance of htmlan factor in economic 

development, has thus been accepted long before;' yet the 

, .	 mainstream of economic thought held that it is neither 

appropriate nore practical to apply the concept of capital 

7	 (1) For SOme important literature on this theme, 
, .	 see Theodore Schultz, !he ifonom1c value of Education,

New York, Coltmlbia univers~y Press, 1963; 

. . H.M. Philips, Ed catio as a 
o' d Social Deve 0 - F 

d s Abba, , May 19 1,pp. 7-1 

(iii) William G~ Bowen, Economic Aspects of Educatio¥;
Princeton, New Jersey, Princeton university Industr al 
Relations section 1964, and Anderson C. Arnold and 
Mary Jean BO'MDan (ed.), Education and Economic 
Deyelopment, O1icago Ald"ine, 1965~' 

8 AdCIII smith, The Wealth Of Na;tion1cM:ldern
Library Edition !!look II, pp.'265-6't' 

9	 Alfred MarshallL.~inciRles Of Economics,
Macmillan, 8th coItIon, p.2l6. 
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'to human beings.10 T.W. Schultz has attempted to establish 

a'relationship between expenditures on education and income · . 
from	 physical capital fo~ation. 

In neo-classical writingSwhich concentrated on how 
, ' 

to opt:lmize the allocation of given resources, considerations 

of education as an investment were neglected until they were 

rediscussed by educational planners at the top level during 

the 19605.11 That provision of trained manpower contributes 

to the growth of national product has become an accepted 

principle in the formulation of economic policy.12 

The following are some of the methods used! 

suggested for the purpose of educational planning - assessing 

educational needs of the nation at some future date: 

1.	 Social demand as a measure of educational 

needs. 

2.	 Economic models. 

3.	 Returns - to - Education as a guide to 

educational investment. 

4.	 E'ol'ecasting manpower requirements as the 

basis for educational planning. 

10	 M. 818ug (ed.), EC?nomics oi Education, vol.I,
H.G. Shaffar, A cr1tique of the Concept of 
'lUnan Capital t. 

11	 ~nnar M[rdal, Asian Drama : An I!lgui~ the 
Pove~y ~ Nat1o~s, vo .3, Harmonasworln,' ~ddlesex, 
Pengu n oks 19 8, pp.1689~0. 

12	 Paul streeton\-Economic Development and Education.-, 
in Desai	 (ed.l, Essays on l\tldernization, vol.I. , 
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1.8.4 Education has become a major source of skills and 

trained talent and this seemS to be a crucial role. The 

economy needs a spectrum of skills and abilities of 

.	 , various kinds which are developed by education to a great 
l3extent.

1.8.5 Harbison and Myers have explained the importance of 

manpower in economic development. They define human resource 

development as "the process of increasing knowledge and skills 

and capacities of all the people in a society". and the most 

obvious way of doing this is by foxmal education .14 

1.'8;~ "Expenditures on education constitute an important 

form of investment in economic development".15 

Commenting on the place of education in economic 

growth, Vaizey writes: 

Since the greater part of the world is poor 
and since almost all countries in the poor parts
of the world are trying to raise their income 
per head, it follows that education has an 

. important part to play in these countries in 
directly helping them economically.16 

13	 John Vaizey, !he Ecgnomics of Edycation,
London, Faber and Faber, 1962, Chap.7. 

~-_ .. 14	 (i) F. Harbison and A. Cllarles Myers, Eclu~on, 
~ower and Economic G1p»'!th.. Oxford and IB 

ish ng co., 1974, p.'2. 

(11)	 John Kenneth Galbrai th,.Economic DeveloPment 
in Pe\speg:ti~, Cambridge, MaSS. Harvard U'iivers!ty
Jrress p 19 2, has emphasised the vital role of 
education in increasing human capital. 

15 V.K.R.V. Hao,	 Edl5cati0!rrrd ~ Resources 
Deyelopment, Born ay, AI lid l'Ubl shers~ 1§56. 

16 Vaizey, op.ckt., p.125. 



. . Another way in which education can contribute to 

economic growth is by generating -a cliJllate for growth- by 

giving the maSses a capacity for thinking beyond their 

:Immediate needs and troubles .17 In fact Adam Soithi David 

Ricardo, Hobert Malthus and J.S. Mill had recognized that 

education not only develops aptitudes but also attitudes 
. . 

conducive to economic progress .18 

If Education at all levels were systematically 

planned and fully integrated into national development 

programmes it would fasten the actual rate so urgently 

needed in India by its multi~illion people and which in 

turn will condition the extent to which India can expand 

her educational system.19 

,. . 
1.9 Education and Soci~l Developmen\20 

,- , 

-'Education' is what a word that summarize' something 

that is good in itself. It represents for many the key to 

knowledge and to the good things of life that comes from 

discriJllination and from calmness and integrity-, says Vaizey.21 

17	 JJU.c!., p.127. 

18	 1!2i!!." PP.19-20, and Streeton, op.ctt., p.325. 

19	 Lord Butler, 1Qrvival Depends on H;!"aher Education 
Delhi, Vikas or I.C.C.R., 1972, p.22. 

20	 There is abundance of literature on this theme 
especially in the philosophy of education. lome 
of the leading works are: 

(a) Herbert Spencer, ~ation In:t;,ellectual. 1.t)ra!
and Physica!, london, Walts, 1949.' 

(ii) John Dewey, Democracy rod Education 
New York, MaClllillan, 1966. 

21 Vaizey, op.ci~., p.l52. 
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Hanson and Brembeck make the same point when they write 

-always implicit in education is some conception of what 

makes up the good life and good societyw.22 The role of 

education in personal and social development has been 

emphasized from the time of classical social philosophers 

and economists like J.S. Mil123 right upto the meeting of 

the African education leaders assembled at Addis Ababa 

in 1961.24 

Almost all the text books on sociology of education, 

emphasize the role of education in the socialization process. 

Foxmal education not only contributes towards the secondary 

socialization of individuals but it makes what Armer and 

Youtz25 say wIndividual M:ldernityw. 

The second aspect of the role of education in social 

developnent is that of women's education. wThe loss to the 

poorer nations through the under-education and under-development 

22 John W. Hanson, and Cole Brembeck (ed.), ~ 
~d tne ~veloDlllent of Nations, New york,~ 

inha+t and Winston, 19~6,' p.n. 
23 J .5. Mill.! ~ P;:inc.ieles ~ pOli;t.i~al Economy,

London, 1",6 , esp. en. 13 Book r: 
24 A 

• 

Michael Anner and Robert Youtz, 'Formal Education 
and IndiVidual M:>demity in our African SocietyW, 
em~ican Journal of Sociology, 76(4), January 1971, 
pp. 04-26. 

25 
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of women is en01'lIIOUS ft. According to QJrle,26 M,rda127 

comments that it is realization on the part of ref01'lllers in 

South Asia ftthat development will be hampered if women 

remain ignorant and backward ft • This has resulted in their 

recommendation that ftat all levels of schooling, women be 

given opportunities equal to menft. lildependence in India, 

however, brought the constitutional acceptance of women's 

equality and their need to play multiple roles in society 

not only as wives and mothers - but also as citizens, workers 

and leaders to bring about national development. It will not 

be out of place to mention here that the education of scheduled 

castes and tribes and other backword classes has the same 

importance to the nation) (Upward social mobility). Various 

studies relating to sclsr have been carried out in India. 

Another concept which seems to be intrinsically 

related to education is freedom. "In the great awakening, 

to use Myrdal1s apt term for the universal surge towards 

freedom and national betterment, education is the first 

thing to aim for". 28 

Finally there is also a growing realization that 

education can be an effective instrument of social change.29 

26	 !dam Ulrle, Edyca:t.ional Strategy f.Q.; Deyeloping
Soci.eties. 2nd 5:lition, London, TavistoclC, 1970.p~'138.' 

27	 Myrdal, op.cit., p.1649 

28	 QJrle, op.cit'.,' p.84. 

29	 Robert J; Havigllurst, "How Education Otanges Society?tI, 
in Confl~~ce : An Internatipna l Fpnup, 611), Spring
1957;' pp. 5-86. See also C.Anderson Arnold, 
"Education and Social OIange". School Review. 80, 
May 1972.' pp.433-58. 



aloom30 has discussed the school as an integral part of 

the social environment and as determiner of the extent and 

kind of change. Nasatir31 emphasises the role played by the 

university in the creation of an elite for economic and 

social change. Mead32 describes the new function of education 

as that of helping students to adapt to a rapidly changing 

world. 

1.9.6 In fact, social reformers in India saw the new 

education as the flame of knowledge which dispelled the 

darkness of ignorance and expected that it Kwould open 

a new vista of thought and philosophy and help promote 

social reform in the country".33 

In India, the subj ect on sociology of education 

, .	 itself had a late beginning. LOnsequently. systematic 

studies on the sociological aspects of Indian education 

have been few and far between. Pioneers amongst this 

field are Ruhela. Gore. Suma Chitnis and I.P. Desai. 

and Kamat. 

30	 Benj amin S. Bloom Stability ~d Change in flJman 
O1arac;teristics. ~ew York. Jo Wiiey and Sons. 1964. 

31	 David Nasatir. "Education and Social O1ange : The 
Argentine Case". Sociology of Edycation, 39(2). 
Spring 1969. pp.167-82. 

32	 Magaret Mead. "A Redefinition of Education", 
N;A Journal. 48(7). October 1959. pp.l5-17. 

33	 Saiyidaian. "Education for a Better Social Order". 
in Educationi tUlture and Soci~l Orde~. Bombay.
Asia PUblish ng House, 1958. pp.23-38. 
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i.10	 Education and Political Deyelopment34 
• 

1.10.1 The relationship between education and political 

life has been historically a concern and discussion among.. 
philosophers and social scientists. Plato and Aristotle 

were among the first to point to the crucial role that 

education played in relation to the state. J.J. Rousseau, 

J.S. Mill, John Locke and many other philosphers like John 

Dewey and Dean Rusk have all stressed the importance of 

education in a democratic political order. According to 

Lipset, ~any people have suggested that higher the 

education level of a national population, the better the 

chances of democracy and the comparitive data available 

supports this proposition".35 Sri Prakasa36 has emphasised 

the importance of education. The writings of political 

social scientists according to MaSSialas37 consider formal 

education which performs the following important functions 

in tne political system: 

34	 For an intensive analysis on this theme, see 
James S. Uoleman (ed.), Education and Poli1ical 
Development, Princeton, New Jersey, Princeton 
Uliversity Press 1965, and Byron G. Massialas, 
EducatiQ~ ::ld Pol iMcal System, Reading, Mass. 
Aad1son	 es ey, 19 • 

35	 Seymour Martin Lipset, Political Man, New Delhi, 
1973,' p.'55, see also PP:'55-60. 

36	 Sri Prakasha, "Education in a Democracr"' in 
S.N. MUkherjee (ed.), ~ducatron in 19d ~ Tod~ aDd 
Tomorrow, Baroda, AcharyaBoo Depot, 19 ,pp.4-5. 

37	 Massailas, 0D.cit., p.12. 



(a)	 "socialization of youth into political 

culture; 38 

(b)	 selection. recruitment and training of 

political leaders;39 

(c)	 political integration of a community or 

sOciety and 
;	 (d) political input role (teacher unions and 

students organisations". 

weiner40 feels that education is the only panacea 

to all political problems. 

1.11	 Spatial Aspects of Educational Deyelopment 

l.ll~l The major objective of education for all cannot be 

achieved unless spatial dimension of this problem is taken 

into consideration. Fluid attempt has been made to prepare 

projects which enhances the importance of the location of a 

college. The research proj ect on "The Economics of Education 

in some west Bengal COlleges" purports to cover the economics 

of education in West Benga141 in which location is an important 

38	 K.N. Venkatarayappa, Education and Society in India". 
in S.P. Ruhela (ed.J. Social ~tepn~nants of 
Ed~ability in India. New Delh. JaJJl BroU'iers, 
19 • p~24. 

39	 Myrdal, op.cit •• p.1650. 

40	 ~ron weiner, "Political Problems of Modernizing
Pre-Industrial Societies" in Desai (ed.), Essays on 
Modernization. vol.I. PP;166-74. 

41	 Partha Basu, Kajal Lahiri and Anilan Datta, Report 
on "The Economics of Education in Some West Bengal
Colleges with special reference to size. technique,
and location," Calcutta. World Press Pvt Ltd 1974. 



consideration. It is realised that "Spatial studies" on 

institutions can suggest sites for new colleges and also 

indicate if the scale of operation of a college should be 

. increased to cope with increased demand for education. 

Mother such attempt has been made by E. Ahmad42 to study 

the geography of the Ranchi University. Some studies 

dealing with spatial planning of institution in a region 

are those of Donald W. Maxfield,43 Fred 1. Haul,44 and 

C~ Arnold Anderson and Mary Jean Bowman,45 W.T.S. Gould,46 

42	 E. Ahmad "Geography of Ranchi university" in 
Ge~£aPhlcal Review of Indi!, vol.xxx, March 
19 ,no.l. 

43	 Donald W. ~xfieldi "Spatial Planning of SChool 
Districts" in mna s of the Association of 
Anerican Geographer, vol:1i2, no .4, 1:Secember 1972. 

44 Fred L. Haul "Location Criteria for High
SChools". unIversity of Chicago Research Papers 
lSO,' 1973. 

45	 Arnold C. Anderson, and Mary Jean Bowman (ed.)
"Patterns and Variability in the distribution 
and diffusion of schooling" in Edacation ~d 
Econom;!.c Development.. Chicago, AI ine, 19 , 
pp.314-55 • . . - . 

46	 W.T.S. Gould, .£1.aoning the Location of SChopls
Case studies, lakola District, Uganda. Parris, 
UNESCO and lIEP, 1973. 



and that 'of Jacques Hallack,47 Makhija t s48 work entitled 

-Locational study of Educational Institutions of Udaipur 

District- is an humble attempt to study the locational 

a~pects of the phenomena of education as origin and 

evolution in Udaipur district, the distribution of various 

types of educational institutions, population served by 

their catchment areas, means or physical facilities for 

movement to avail the service of education, their future 

locational pattern and also future prospects. other 

investigators in this field like stephen P. Heyneman49 

are mainly concerned with the equality of educational 

opportunity. 

There are a few reports and documents concerned 

with the reorganisation of higher education. Imongst the 

notable is that of work conducted in 9Neden~O In 1968, 

the 9Nedish Minister of Education appointed the 1968 

Educational Uommission (U6a) to elaborate a comprehensive 

plan for post-secondary education. The four different 

47 Jacques Hallack, piannLni the location Of SChopl 
~ 1 County, Sligo, Ireland, UNESCD, 
~1973. 

48 Makhija, Loca~1w:W.. 2~d~~t ~~catiQDa]
Institutionst;udai ~ r~, Doctoral Thesis. 

49 stephen P. Heynernan, -Relationship between the 
Primary School COllUDunity and Academic Achievement 
in Uganda- in Jou~al Of peveloping Areas, 
vol. II, January 1 7, pp.245-59. 

50 Report and documents, -The Reorganisation of 
Higher Education in 9Neden- in Minef:a - Review 
of Science, Learning and Policy, vo~xii, no.l, 
January 1974. 



, factors under study were : the proximity of educational 
I,
I	

•
facilities to	 the students, the proximity of education 

I	 facilities to job opportunities, contact between 

education and resource environment of higher education. 

In India there has been little work on locational 

aspects of education. So far education has been treated. 

more align to its locale and therefore is devoid of its 

practical relevance "for people for which it is being 

planned. M>rks like Bhave,5l Das,52 Desai,53 Kamat54 and 

Sharma55 deal only with the historical or structural aspects 

of the problem end has nothing to do with functional 

51	 W.V. Shave,. Development of Education in Madhya 
!'J:adesh, Doctoral Thesis, Jabalpur university,
1967. 

52	 K.K. Das,' Eyo5~po~ of the ~stem pf Elementary
Edycation in orissa, Doctoral Thesis, utkal 
University, 1968. 

53 M.G. Desai A C;Fitic~ S~dy &f the Gr~h of 
Secondars Education 1n ka rastrict, ctoral 
Thesis, ardar	 Pate! tilivers!ty, 1968. 

54	 A.R. Kamat, Pro~ress of Education in Rural 
Maharashtra, GO hale Institute of POlitics 
and Economics, Poona, 1968. 

55 al 
s, 



objective of education. Theoretical readings of available 

materials from the writings of foreign md Indian sCholars56 

related to the present problem of investigation were made. 

1.11.4 The foregoing literature survey clearly illustrates 
, . 

the paucity of research on the spatial aspects of education. 

Other related studies exist, but overall the attempts in 

spatial analysis have been of an insignificant nature md 

practically non-existent. The need for such research is thus 
[ 

rendered Umninent, especially considering the importance of 

education in modern economy and the growing realization of 

the seriousness of the problems of educational development. 

For this reason, it becomes interesting and challenging to 

study the problem from a geographical point of view and 

examine the reasons for such nation-wide disparities. 

56 ( i) Peter Hagg et • !SCi'tiOnal 'nalysis in tjWan
Geograph¥, London, ward Arnold Publishers, 
1970. 

(11)	 R. Cox Kevin, Min. Location. Behaviour: Ap 
JDtroduc'tion to Human Geography. New York. John 
Wiley and Sons, 1972. 

(i11) A.L. Joseph, and G.S. David (ed.) Education 
in Cit.ies. London, Evas Brothers Ltd., 197b. 

(iv) A.S. Altekar, Education in .apcien~ ;rndi~, 
Varanasi, Nand 'Kishore and Brothers, Banspat ak, 
1965. 

(.v) Nagoc Chau Ta, .Demographic ~ect of 
Educational Planning, Paris. ONE ,IIEP, 1969. 
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Clapter II 

EIUCAT roN IN INDIA : AN HISTORICAL SJRVEY 

Educ at ion has a history no less renowned than thatof any other subj ect. Yet history of education in our country 

is rarely, if ever presented as a meaningful development of 

many aspects of a nation's life. An attempt to interpret 

!	 the trend in a field of research like history of education, 

and to see the spatial processes that have generated the 

present educational structure is thus of considerable 
J . 

importance in understanding of the regional structureQ.I\. 

of higher education. 

Almost all developing countries have inherted from 

colonial powers a system of higher education built up along 

the lines of western institutions and meant primarily to 

consolidate colonial dominance. l In India too, like many 

other developing countries, education a.d had a definite 

colon ial bias. Inspite of the concerted efforts made to 

adopt this system to their requirements, developing countries 

continue to find it largely irrelevant to their societal 

needs. Its irrelevance is evident from the following facts: 

(i) Its benefits go mostly to the privileged 

section of the society and it does not meet the 

rising expectations of the traditionally deprived 

1 Anil Bordia, Seminar on the Problems Involved in 
Setting up New Types of Higher Education Institutions 

-and Programmes in Developing Countries. Innovations 
in Higher Education, Paris, 5-8 October 1976, p.l. 
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sections or the growing demand for democratisation 

of educational opportunity: 

(ii)	 it does not serve the requirements of rapid 

economic and social development, which demands 

high level technologists and experts in several 

allied fields: 

(iii) it is urban-centred in societies which are 
.. 

predominantly rural. Even the students drawn 

from the	 rural areas tend to be absorbed in the 

urban sectors of economy. Thus rather than 

serving the villages, it further empowerishes them.2 

After having stated briefly the factors of 

irrelevance to our societal needs, it is imperative to look 

into the process of development of education in India that 

has generated the imbalances in our educational structure 

today. This survey is divided into two parts: (a) Pre

Independence Era, and (b) Independent Era. 

(a)	 M-INtEA:NDENa: ERA 

2.2	 Education in klcient India 

2.2.1 The main and perhaps the only fountain head of 

creative energy in ancient times in India was religion.3 

2	 ibid., P.l. 

3	 R.D. Nbokerji, klcient Indian EduG}~ion (Brahmanical
and Buddhist), MacmHlan and co. LtCI., 1951, p.xix.
See also, A.S. Altekar, ~ucation in Ancient India, 
Varanasi, Nand Kishore and Bros. Banasphatak, 1965. 
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4R.N. Saksena r s paper on the traditional system of education 

in India focusses attention on the influence of religion 

on education in India since ancient times. He outlines 

the salient features of vedic education, the Buddhist system 

of education and the education under the Mohammedan rulers. 

This was more than a set of beliefs and rituals. It was a 

totality of ideas and ideals, practices and conduct called 

dharma.~ Religion determined laws for social life and orga

nisation including economic pursuits. Education, as it was 

understood waS life long even though its initial and formal 

stage terminated when a person was about twenty five years 

of age. 

2.2.2 It is not c~ear whether the explosion of knowledge, lP.'j 

in religion which led to the establishment of univerSities 

which brought about the explosion of knowledge,or whether 

there waS a pervasive renaissance of life and culture from 

about the 7th century B.C. to the 7th century A.D., which 

created an intellectual ferment manifesting itself among 

other things in the depths and diversity of knowledge and 

the emergence of university level institutions. 

One of the earliest univerSities to have come up 

was located at TaxUa. This institution in time became the 

centre of attraction for scholars from far and wide. There 

4	 R.N. Saksena, "The Traditional Systems of Education 
in India·, in Gore et. al. (ed.), Papers in the 
Sociology of Education in India, New Delhi, NCERT, 
1967, pp.78-90. 

5	 F:E. Keay, ,.. History of Education in ~ia and 
Pakistan, Calcutta, Oxford Universityess, 1959,
p.13. 



l 
were special learning ~entres for the sciences, arts and 

,crafts which included elephant lore, magic, charms, hunting, 

archery, medicine etc. 

, ' 

Another renowned institution was Nalanda which had 

all the characteristics of a university as the term waS 

understood in mediaeval EJrope. It had an organisation 

appropriate to a University, a well-defined campus stable 

and ever increasing sources of reve1'We, a graduated 

curriculum, embodying the best scholarship of the times and 

a student - teacher body which reached the enrolment of 

B,5BB6 residential students and 1,500 teachers at One time. 

The student population was drawn from various parts of lndia 

and the neighbouring countries. Teachers, too were not 

local but drawn from all parts of the country and outside,' 

The curriculum again was directed to the religious beliefs 

of the Brahmans, Buddhists and Jains, but subjects like 

grammar, logic, medicine, yoga and samkhya philosophy were 

also taught. 

Next was the university of Varanasi which gained 

momentum as it became the seat of Hindu learning. Besides 

Taxila, Nalanda and Varanasi, there were other seats of 

leerning which continued to flourish even after the great 

ancient universities ceased to exist. 

The ancient Indian system of higher learning had 

several characteristics. It was essentially religious. The 

6 Anil Bordia, oR.cit., p.6. 
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system was primarily Brahmanical,7 in the sense that it 

was "the prerogative of a learned caste whether of Hindus, 

Buddhists or Jains. The period marked the beginning of 

the caste system in India, and gradually the education 

became merely restricted to the upper castes, viz., the 

Brahmins. Gough has outlined the social implications of 

literacy in traditional India,8 and has analysed the 

distribution and function of literacy to different castes, 

its implications to the caste system in traditional Kerala 

and literacy in modern Kerala.9 Duskin10 in her study of a 

20th century anti-Brahmin movement in a South Indian Princely 

state (Mysore) has analysed the role of English Medium 

education in a minority (Brahmin) castes capturing majority 

of the governmental positions. She has also discussed the 

educational measures to uplift 'backward classes' in this 

state. 

7� Santosh Kumar Das, The Education~ System of the� 
AnCien! Hindus, Calcutta, Mitra ~ess, 1930,� 
pp.48- 2.� 

8� Kathleen Gough, "Implications of Literacy in� 
Traditional China and India", in Jack Goody (ed.),�
Literacy in Traditional Societies, Cambridge,�
Cam6ridge University Press, 1968, pp.70-84. 

9� Kathleen Gough, "Literacy in Kerala", in Jack� 
Goody (ed.). op.cit., pp.133-60.� 

10� Lelah Duskin, "The Non Brahmin Movement in Princely 
l~sore". Ph.D. Thesis, Philadelphia, University of 
~nnsylvania, 1974. 
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2.3 Mediaeval Period 

2.3.1 After the ancient period followed a series of 

MJslim conquests. The northern part of the cOuntry becane 

vulnerable to the foreign invasions from all sides. Muslim 

conquests took place at a time when Hindu, Buddhist and 

Jain institutions of higher learning, although in a state 

" of decline were full of intellectual activity. The establish

ment of madrassahs in the period between the 13th and the 

16th centuries A.D. serves as a proof of attempts made by 

Muslim rulers to promote education in the country. One of 

the noted Muslim ruler, viz., Feroze 1\Jghlaq, is credited 

for having established thirty colleges. At Delhi, he found 

a madrassah, a residential university, where students and 

teachers were maintained at government expense. 

2.3.2 Despite concerted efforts made by the Muslim rulers 

to accelerate education in India, the Muslim population in 

general remained a backward community. Akbar, the great 

MUslim ruler was the one responsible for giving a definite 

direction to education in Mediaeval India. His educational 

policies were without bias~ecause he tried to strike the 

balance between the Hindus and the Muslims and respected 

both in their own individual capacity. In these colleges 

they were taught ethics, arithmetic, accountancy, agriculture, 

geometry, astronomy, economics, physics, logic, natural 

philosophy and history. The college at Delhi had a 

distinguished faculty consisting of Arabic, Persian and 
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Sanskrit scholars. Akbar built state-supported cOllegesll 

in all principal cities and opened their doors to all who 

sought higher education. During Akbar's rule the country 

was definitely set on the path of the synthesis of two 

cultures, and institutions of higher learning were designed 

as instruments of such synthesis. 

2.3.3 Surprisingly the Muslim rulers in general gave 

sufficient impetus to higher learning. Jahangir, we are 

told, was equally keen about higher education. The period 

saw the setting up of new imperial colleges, but he was 

less methodical and lacked the vision that guided Akbar's 

educational policies. 

2.3.4 But the bright phase of the Muslim rule in India 

ended up with Aurangzeb, the last of the Mughal emperors. 

His religious fanaticism made him destroy the Hindu seat of 

learning. He completely reversed Akbar's policy of equal 

respect for diverse faiths and culture. All the same he 

did a lot to further MUslim theological education allover 

the country. 

2.3.5 Just as religion played an important part in 

determining education in India during ancient times, it 

played an equally important part in the mediaeval period. 

In many respects, the two systems were similar. Education 

in ancient Indian universities and colleges was philosophical, 

abstract and theological. The curriculum was wide-ranging 

Anil Bordia, op.cit., p.8. 11 
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and included mathematics, astronomy, sciences, medicine, 

logic, jurisprudence. "lhstitutional elitism was ensured 

by the use of Arabic and Persian in the madrassah just as 

Sanskrit held sway during the ancient period" .12 

Higher Education in British India 

The origin of the present system of education can 

be treated to the beginning of the nineteenth century when 

Macaulay presented his famous minute. It was not just a 

matter of chance that British introduced education in India 

at a particular period of their rule. The educational 

policy could be said to have taken a defin ite direction 

from 1835 when official seal was put on l~caulay's minute. 

A lot has been said and written on Macaulay's minute and its 

effect on the course of Indian education.13 This period 

is especially important as it marked the turning point in 

the history of eOucational development in India. 

Tnere is, in fact, a vast amount of literature 

available and research being conducted in the history 

of education under the British rule. studies by 

12	 !£!g., p.8. 

13	 (1) Nurullah 
Education in dia 
&	 Co., 19 2, p~61. 

(ii) S.N. MUkherji, HistOiE of Education in India 
(M:ldern Period), Baroda, harya Book Depot, 1966, 
pp.73-74. 

(iii)	 B.D. Srivastava, The Development of Abdern 
lhdian Education, Bombay, Orient Longmans, 1963, 
pp.173-78. 
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. Sain •• 14 Goel. ~ Shukla.16 Upreti17 mainly Cll'lcern with 

the critical examination of the various trends in the 

socio-economic and political background regarding the 

development of education and its implications in respect 

to the history of education. Hennessy.18 in his paper on 

British education for an elite in India. has described the 

historical background of the impact of British education 

on India between i780 and 1947. He analysed the emergence 

of India's middle classes and examined the issue of mass vs. 

elite education in India since 1854. Chitra19 has examined 

the nature of the relationship between education and society 

in Mysore during the British rule by tackling some of the 

problems raised by questions such as "How did society react 

14	 S.K. Saini. "The Socio-Economic and Political Factors 
in the Development of Education in British India 
during 1921-1947 A.D •• Ph.D. Thesis. MSU::. 1975. in 
M.B. EkIch (ed.). Second Su~ey of Research in Educst= 
tion (1972-781. Baroda. M)ern Printers. 1978. p.60. 

15	 B.S. Goel. Development of Education in British
 
India (1905-1929), Ph.D. Thesis. Delhi University.

in M.B. EkIch (edol. Survey of ...... ibid •• p.59.
 

16	 S.C. Shukla. Educational Development in British
 
India (1854-1904). Ph.D. Thesis. Delhi University.

1958. in M.B. EkIch (ed.). !!?!9.•• p.78.
 

17	 D.C. Upreti. Political Development and Growth of 
Education in British India. 1904-1947. Ph.D. Thesis.
MSU .• 1972. in M.B. Buch. Survey •••• ibid •• p.81. 

18	 JOsSlern Hennessy. "British Education for an 
Elite n India (1780-1947)" in Rupert Wilkinson, 
(ed.). Gp verning Elites. New York. Oxford University
Press. 1969. pp.135-92. 

19	 M.N. Chitra. "Higher Education and Society in
 
Mysore under British Rule". Sociological Bulletin.
 
21(2). September 1972. pp.152-75.
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to the challenge posed by western education?- How did 

the two react upon each other and with .what consequences?q 

Misra.20	 in his attempt to trace the growth of the Indian 

middle classes in modern times dwells on the educated middle 

class at	 length analysing their growth for over a century 

under the East India Company and the educational policy in 

the period towards expansion and maturity. 1854-1947. 

R.P. Singh s21 book on the historical retrospect of the' 
Indian public schools is another of its kind. All such 

studies merely highlight the importance of the English 

system of education in India. 

The Charter of 1813 established the responsibility 

of the Company for education in India. It centred around 

four principal issues: 

(i) Should the Company encourage western 

literature and knowledge or should it strengthen 

the existing institutions of the claSsical higher 

learning in India? 

(11 ) VAlat should be the medium of inst ruction. 

English or classical languages Such as Sanskrit 

and Persian or the vernacular languages? 

(iii) What should be the agencies of education? 

(iv)	 Whether the government should get involved 

in mass education or set up colleges for the elite 

20	 B.B. Misra. The Indian Middle Class. London. 
Oxford University Press, 1961. pp.~47-219 & 281-306. 

21	 R.P. Singh, The Indian Public School. New Delhi. 
sterling PUblishers, 1972. 
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who on the basis of downward filtration theory22 

would spread education among the masses. Prior 

to 1833, the orientalist view seemed to prevail 

both amongst the Englishmen and prominent Indians 

although there were forceful personalities like 

Raj a Ram Wohan Roy who advocated a synthesis of 

eastern and western cultures. However, opinions 

on this front remained divided. The debate was 

clinched by Macaulay who presented his famous 

minute on February 2nd, 1835. The prime objective 

of this kind of education imparted to the Indians, 

was merely to create a class of educated Indian who 

would suit the needs of the British Go~vernment and 

serve as trained personnel for the public administra

tion of the country. This was done primarily to 

help the Britishers in consolidating their power in 

India. Their obj ective was soon real ised as it 

gave rise to a particular class of Indians who 

became nothing but a mere mouth-piece of the British. 

The ladder that WGcaulay presented was completely 

by the Woods Despatch in 1854. Hitherto, the structure 

of education presented a picture of the body without 

22	 (i) U.N. Dixit, Impact of Educational Policy of 
Britatn on Indian Education, Ph.D. Thesis, Udaipur
University, 1976, in M.B. Buch (ed.', Second Survey •••• 
op.cit., p.47. 

(ii)	 Nurullah and Naik A Histo~ of Education in 
1n.cIi..a. (nning the Brit1sh period, Bombay, Macmill an 
~., 1951, pp.111-13. 
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"head or tail". The great despatch of 1854 

completed the picture of furnishing it with a head and 

a tail in the form of elementary education and 

university education respectively. It suggested 

the prominent stages of an educational ladder, viz., 

(a) primary, (b) middle, (c) secondary, and (d) 

university. By 1857 there were 27 colleges. The 

Government of India passed the Acts of Incorporations 

of the Universities of Calcutta, Madras and Bombay 

in 1857. These three places had a geographical 

significance as it served as centres of trade from 

where Indian goods could be easily exported to 

Britain. Education developed along the peripheral 

areas of the country, but it did not filter to the 

core areas of the country. Generally speaking, the 

coastal areas developed faster, leaving the rest in 

the backwaters of educational development. These 

three universities were modelled after the university 

of London as it existed in 1857. The PUnjab 

University was established in 1882, Allahabad in 

1887, and Canning college, Lucknow in 1864. 

Mohammedan Anglo Oriental College, established at 

Aligarh in 1875 by Syed Admad Khan, later developed 

into Aligarh Muslim University. Appendix -'C' gives 

a list of the universities in the period between 

1857-1947. In 1901-1902 there were five universities 

and 145 colleges with 17,651 students and 46 
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professional colleges with an enrolment of 

5,358.23 

Between 1857 and 1902, social and cultural movements 

led by lndians educated in these universities and a liberal 

leadership was beginning to demand more and better form of 

education. "The universities, however, continued to be 

eXOOlining bodies and affiliating agencies, the colleges 

maintained the study flow of their graduates and purveyed 

a series of courses which fitted their students well for 

subordinate posts in governments, business and commerce". 

English continued to be the medium of instruction; and 

higher education became completely divorced from the main

stream of India's spiritual, cultural and community life. 

"The univerSities and colleges did not participate as 

institutions in the social, religious, intellectual and 

political ferment that was brewing outside their portals. 24 

2.4.5 Not only this, such an education divorced people 

from their land. Anil 5ea125 writes that "the educated 

elite was either divorced from landholding or more frequently 

was receiving an alimony by virtue of its growing separation 

from it". 

The Calcutta University Commission (1917-1919) 

removed the function of that university and extended its 

23	 Anil Bordia, op.cit., p.9. 

24	 ibid., pp.9-10. 

25	 Anil Seal, The Emer1ence of Indian Nationalisation; 
Competition and COl aboration in the Later Nineteenth 
CentUry, London, Cambridge University Press, 1968, 
p.1l5. 
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conclusions. It pleaded for a University which served as an 

instrument to 'higher learning and further advancement and 

diffusion of knowledge'. The Commission designed model 
I. 

legislation for the establishment of universities and teaching 

and residential universities. Examples of this kind were 

Aligarh and Lucknow Universities. Several other Universities 

which have come into being between 1920 and 1930 also drew 

on this model. 

2.4.7 During this period there were notable developments 

in professional education as well. Of all the professions. 

a8dic1ne had perhaps the sturdiest indigeneous tradition. 

Its modern history dates from the opening of the Calcutta 

Medical College in 1835, the Grant Medical College at 

Bombay and the school in Madras in 1852. Once the universities 

began to award degrees in medicine, the most rapid develop

ment was in Calcutta and the slowest in Madras. The number 

of medical colleges increased from 4 with 1,466 students in 

1901-1902 to 11 with 41,936 students in 1936-1937. In the 

latter years, there were 2,199 students in eight engineering 

colleges in British India against 865 students in four such 

colleges in 1901-1902. Veterniary colleges were five in total. 

All government institutions catered exclusively to government 

and military requirements. Forestry and art education 

continued to receive government support. By 1936-37, eight 

universities had established COmmerce facilities. The six 

agricultural and two advanced agricultural institutes helped 

create better standards in this field. 
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2.4.8 Professional education in general was costly and 

confined to the upper classes; the real and pressing needs 

of rural India remained beyond its reach. Moreover, the 

weaker sections of the society (Harijans) and female popula

tion were totally deprived of such facilities. The latter 

suffered because of the social taboo laid by the Hindu and 

Muslim law. However, this new system of education had its 

impact on the Hindu society. Great reformers like Raja Ram 

Mohan Roy, Bal Gangadhar Tilak, Swami Vivekanand etc 

propagated the idea of the upliftment of the Hindu society. 

Within the Hindu community, therefore, we find movements for 

the liquidation of the caste system, for the acceptance of 

widow remarriage and divorce among the higher castes,for 

raising the age of marriage, abolition of untouchability, 

and for the amelioration of the economic conditions of the 

Harijan. 

2.4.9 All education facilities were mainly concentrated 

in the urban areas and the rural development was arrested 

because of the political motives of the British who were not 

interested in maSs education. Indian national opinion Saw 

clearly the dangers inherent in a policy which cultivated 

in the minds of the educated a complex of inferiority. To 

counter such threats to our education pattern and to bring a 

measure of relevance to higher learning in India, a number 

of new institutions were set up in the country. Spread of 

such educational facilities were mainly in places, such as 

Agra, Shikokabad (A.IC. College), Aligarh, Mathura {Kishore 



Raman Oollege in 1936), Allahabad, Waltair (Ershine College 

of Natural Sciences and Technology, 1931), Guntur (Andhra 

Christian Oollege, 1885), Vis~hapatnam (Andhra Medical Cillege 

1923), Rajamundhry (1894), Machilipatnam (1928), Vizianagram 

(1879), Kakinada, Eluru 1945, Tenali, Parklakhemdi in Orissa, 

Jeypore (1947), Bhopal 1946. Pullikkal (Kerala). Dehradun 

(DAV OOllege), Silchar, Gauhati. Nowgong (1944). Dharamsala 

in Simla (1926). Simla St. Bede's in 1904. GNalior 1938. 1939, 

Jabalpur 1947. Ujjain 1926, Indore 1935. Mandsaur 1940. 

Narsinghgarh 1946, Kanpur. Bagalkot in Karnataka, 1944. 

and many other such places. This geographical spread of 

.educational facilities resulted in creation of isolated 

pockets of development, totally alienated from the needs of 

the population of the surrounding hinter land. Such a process 

of development highlighted regional imbalances and lopsided 

structure of education in India. In the wake of the national 

liberation movement. which gained momentum towards the end of 

the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century. 

certain measures were adopted to counter the western system 

of education in India. The growth of Indian nationalism was 

a consequence of the social, economic and political forces 

generated within the Indian society due to the nature of the 

imperialist rule. It was in this context that national 

universities like GJrukul Kangri at Hardwar (Le •• which 

started as a school in 1902. but started functioning as a 

degree granting college in 1924), Gujarat Vidyapeeth founded 

by Mahatma Gandhi in 1920. Kashi Vidyapeeth in 1921. Visva 

Bharathi, founded by Rabindranath Tagore in May 1922, ~ihar 

Vidyapeeth and Tilak Maharashtra Vidhapeeth were established 



in order to revitalize Indian learning and also to create a." 

truly Indian alternative to the western form of higher 

education. Jamia Millia Islamia was established in 1920 in 

Delhi. which came up as a result of the non-eo-operation 

movement. 

2.4dO The decade 1937-1947 Saw the setting up of five more 

universities and doubling of enrolment at the university level 

from 1.26.288 in 1937* to 2,14.794 in 1946-47. 

A macro aggregative picture of sectarian and castel 

community oriented educational institutions would reflect the 

.varied and complex 
\ 
social structure and history of India's 

regional cultures. The distribution of management among 

colleges affiliated with the Universities of Punjab. Agra 

(Uttar Pradesh) and Kerala suggests this complexity and 

variety. Of 139 colleges in PUnjab University, 43 are 

identifiable as being associated with organised caste or 

sectarian communities. Of these, 10 were notably associated 

witn castes. mainly peasant communities such as Jats and Ahirs, 

and 33 were associated with sectarian groups. including 

Sikhs (13 colleges), Arya Samaj (11 colleges), and Sanathan 

Dharma (4 colleges). Of the 127 colleges in Agra University, 

36 could be associated with a caste or a sect of the Hindus. 

Thirteen were founded by caste communities mostly by Jats in 

the case of PUnjab. 

*	 This figure includes enrolment in colleges and 
universities now in Pakistan. 
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·2.4.12 When the British finally left India in 1947, they 

left behind not a national system of education but an 
. 

infrastructure on which India could build a national system..
 
(b) ,n INI:EPENI:ENT ERA 

]nmediately after independence in 1947, the need 

was felt for a complete and comprehensive enquiry into all 

aspects of university education and research in India, as the 

first step towards the reorganisation of university education 

to meet the needs of national development. Because primary 

responsibility for education in the federal system lies with 

the states and because Indian states differ with respect to 

language, historical legacies and economic development, 

their educational system also "a.nf05 in a number of important 

ways. British rule in the 19th and 20th centuries, particularly 

in its differential effects on the coastal areaS as against 

the interior, accentuated existing differences and introduced 

new ones that were highly important for education. The 

introduction of English education was especially important 

in sharpening regional differences.26 

In view of the felt need various commissions were 

appointed to look into the question of reconstruction of the 

university education, only to make it more relevant to the 

societal needs. An attempt to transform the elite system 

of education to a large and popular one gained momentum 

after Independence. Earlier such attempts were made by the 

26 Anil Seal, op.cii., Chaps. 2 & 3. 
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University Education COmmission, headed by Dr.S.Radhakrishnan 

in 1948. The Commission made several important recommendations 

on the objectives of higher education, equalisation of educa

tional opportunities, administrative and organisational changes, 

improvement of the quality and status of teachers, establish

ment of a system of rural higher education and systematic 

financial support to universities. Till now education 

remained confined to the urban areas but after Independence 

great emphasis waS laid on development of educational 

infrastructure in rural areas. The attempts of the Ministry 

of Education to plan for higher education in the rural areas 

culminated in the formation of the National Council for Rural 

Higher Education in 1956. Its function was to advise the 

Government of India on all matters pertaining to rural higher 

education. Languages of the maSses was given due importance, 

though English language still was treated as supreme in most 

institutions of higher education. 

In general, the period since Independence witnessed 

the expansion of educational facilities on a scale unknown to 

us before. But again this expansion has been in areaS that 

had the influence of the British system of education. This 

resulted in wide disparities in terms of educational develop

ment. In fact the two areal aggregates, coastal and the 

interior, are differentiated by the degree of their exposure 

to external cultural, political and economic influences and 

by their responses to such influences. Appendix 'D' identifies 

the state of the areal aggregates. 
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2.5.4 The coastal states include the three former
 

presidencies where the British impact waS most marked :
 

Bombay, Tamil Nadu (previously called Madras) and West
 

Bengal. Bengal and Bombay experienced higher rates of
 

economic development in the 19th century than Madras (with
 

its lower level of industrial investments and commercial
 

modemisation) •
 

Kerala's high literacy (46.85% in 1961)27 cannot be 

attributed to the effect of British educational policy since 

this state,' unlike others in the coastal areas, is made up 

primarily of the fo~er princely states of Travancore and 

. Cochin, (including Malabar in the north, an are£'formerly 

under the Madras Presidency). High literacy rate in Kerala 

dates back to an earlier period. Punjab lies inland, but it 

is on the "rim" between India and the north-west invasions. 

Foreign invasions in Punjab have been penetrated by cultural 

and commercial as well as by military forces. The need of 

writers and clerks in Delhi, the imperial capital, not only of 

the Moghuls but also of the British, helps account for the 

Punj ab's high literacy rates. 

The interior coincides with Hindi belt where a large 

proportion of the population speaks Hindi. These areaS were 

less penetrated than the coastal presidencies by the British. 

Their educational situation remained considerably inferior to 

that of the coastal rimland. 

27	 Sourca : Census of India, 1961, Kerala, General
 
Report, vol.vii, part 1Ali), p.359.
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·2.5.7 Not all states fit into the coastal-interior
I' . 
differentiation argument. A noteable exception is the state 

of Mysore, a progressive former princely state which lies 

inland, but fits otherwise with the rimland states. Assam 

is in between the two. Orissa, on the other hand, lies on 

the rim geographically, but characterised inland features 

because of its historical isolation and low level of exposure 

to external influences. So do Jammu and Kashmir and (to a 

lesser extent) Andhra Pradesh. High literacy group incorporates 

the states of Maharashtra, West Bengal, G..tj arat, Punj ab and 

Tamil Nadu with higher per capita income in constrast to the 

. low-literacy interiors states of Bihar. ~~dhya Pradesh and 

Uttar Pradesh. This kind of geographical differentiation in 

the level of education in various parts of th~ country proves 

that education in India has historical constraints and its 

characteristics are a legacy of the past. In areas possessing 

a weaker English educational heritage. both the cultural 

predispositions and the structure of invested interests is 

different. In uttar Pradesh and Bihar, by contrast. historical 

legacies have produced a different structure. English 

education came to these states relatively late and with 

lower intensity than to the presidencies. At Independence. 

the role of English was much less important in the interior 

than in the rest of the country. 

2.5.8 An urgent need was felt to remove such imbalances
 

in our educational system. The growth and the development of
 

education in India could be linked to the nature of its
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political system.28 The leadership of the Congress was 

drawn from the upper classes, mostly urban and their interests 

were primarily confined to the expansion of higher education 

of which they were themselves the product and which they 

considered the greatest boon of the British rule. WThe 

educated class of Indians who emerged as a result of British 

educational policy yearned more for position and influence 

in the civil service and council than for mass education or 

economic development".29 

With every year passing the need for economic 

development of the country became pressing. The new process 

of development entailed the progress in the field of 

education also. An event of the greatest consequence in the 

progress of university education in India was the establishment 

of the University Grants Commission in 1956 by an Act of 

Parliament. Its duties and functions include looking into 

the financial needs of the universities, allocating and 

disbursing funds to the central universities for the main

tenance and development and advising the Union aand state 

governments regarding the allocation of grants to universities, 

the establishment of new universities or the expansion of new 

universities. The U.G.C. also granted affiliation of colleges 

to universities. 

28 Gunnar Myrdal, Asian Drama, vol.III, London, 
The Penguin Press, 1963, P.1657. 

29 B.B. Mishra, op.cit •• p.ll. 
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. 2.5.10 The next important landmark in the field of higher 

education in India was the appointment of the Education 

Commission in 1964 with D.S. Kothari as Chainnan and J .P.Naik 

as the Member Secretary. The Report of the Education COmmission 

has considered in great detail almost every aspect of Indian 

education at all levels and has made a number of recommendations 

for the educational develor=ment of the country. That there is 

general awareness of the crucial importance of educational 

develor=ment for the country's socio-economic progress is clear 

from the deliberations of these committees. as well as from 

the documents of the Planning Commission. For instance. the 

chapter on education in the Third Five Year Plan opens with 

the following preamble: 

Education is the most important single factor 
in achieving rapid economic development and 
technological progress and in creating a social 
order founded on the values of freedom. social 
justice and equal opportunity. Programmes of 
educational be at the base of the effort to 
forge the bonds of common citizenship to harness 
the energies of the people. and to develop the 
national and human resources of every part of 
the country.30 

2.5.11 All these reports stressed the importance of raising 

the level of education of the people to meet the economic 

needs of the country and providing equal opportunities. 

especially to the deprived sections of the society. viz •• 

Scheduled Castes and Tribes as well as to enhance female 

education. Since the upliftment of women in India and the 

weaker sections of the society remains the focal points of 

Government of India, Planning Commission Third 
. Five Year Plan (1961-62-1965-66). New Delhi. p.310.' 

30 



discussions and debates today, it is of 1mpo:r:tance to 

mention some studies related to the above. Special problems 

of the education of women, scheduled castes and scheduled 

tribeshave been discussed theoretically by Phadke,31 

Chauhan,32 and Sachchidananda33 respectively. Srikant34 has 

dealt with the problem of education of the backward classes 

in two papers. But the most widely discussed topic anong 

social anthropologists and sociologists seems tD be education 

of tribals. The papers of Chattopadhya,35 Madan. 36 Bapat,37 

31	 Sindhu Phadke. "Special Problems of the Education 
of Women", in Gore et. aL (ed. ). op. cit., pp .173-200. 

32	 Brij Raj Chauhan. "Special Problems of the Education 
of SCheduled Castes" in Gore et.al. (ed.). ibid •• 
pp ~'228-49 • 

33	 Sachchidananda, "The ~pecial Problems of the 
Education of Scheduled Tribes" in Gore et.al. 
(ed.). ibid,•• pp.201-27. 

34	 L.M. Srikant. "Education of the Backward Classes" 
in NCERT. The Indian Year Book af Edycation
(Second year 6ook), New Delhi,-N RT, 1964, pp.173-92 
and "Education Commission and Backward Classes",
Vanya Jati, 14(3), July 1966, pp.96-99 and 128-30. 

35	 K.P. Chattopadhya, "Education", in ""'Vasis.' 
Delhi. Publications Division. 1960, PP;121-25. 

36	 T.N. Madan, "Education of Tribal India", in 
Eastern Anthropologist. 5(4), June-August, 1962, 
pp.179-82. 

37	 N.V. Bapat, "Education of the Aborigines",
Educational Reyiew. LIVII(7). July 1962,
pp.161-66. 
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Sachchinanda,38 Srikant,39 Roy Burman,4O Kalra41 and the
 

papers presented at the National seminar on Tribal Education
 

in India are illustrations of this trend.
 

2.5:12 Besides, with increasing industrialisation and 

agricultural development, education in India became more and 

more diversified in nature. The Government of India felt the 

need to evolve a system more closely related to the life of 

the people and called for a continuous effort to expand 

educational opportunity in order to raise the quality of 

education at all stages,to develop science and technology 

and to cultivate moral and social values • Saran42 and Altbach43 

. have	 analysed the relationship between higher education and 

social change and modernisation in Independent . 

38	 Sachchinanda, "Tribal Educ ation in India," Vanya Jati,
 
12(1), January 1964, pp.3-6.
 

39	 L.tl.. Srikant, "lvleasured Proposal for the ~read of
 
Education amongst the Scheduled Tribes", Vanya Jati,
 
13(3), July 1966, pp.133-38.
 

40	 B.K. Roy Burman, "Educational Problems of the
 
Tribal Communities in India" in Ruhela (ed.)

Social Determinants of Educability in India,
 
Papers in the Sociological Context of Indian
 
Education, New Delhi, Jain Brothers, 1969,
 
pp.124-149.
 

41	 Sat ish Kumar Kalra, "Literacy among Tribal People

in India", Vanya Jati, 20(2), April 1972, pp.78-88.
 

42	 A.K. Saran, "Higher Education and Social Change in 
Independent India", in S.C. Malik (ed.), Management
and Organisation of Indian Uniye!sities, Simla, 
Ii1dian Ii1stitute of Advanced Stu res, 1971, 
pp.237-45. 

43	 Philip G. Altbach, "Higher Education and Moderniza
tion : The Indian Case", in Giri Raj ~pta (ed.),
Main Currents in Indian Sociology, vol. I, Delhi, 
Vikas, 1976, pp.20o-20.
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India. 44 Gore45 has examined the crisis in university 

education. Bhattacharya, Soni and Shukla have exposed the 

lopsidedness of our educational structure, and they have 

attempted to link it to our grossly inegalitarian socio

economic	 structure. 

2.5.13 The inegalitarian nature of the educational 

structure was the result of the weak infrastructure laid by 

the British. These imbalances within our system got 

accentuated with the Partition of India. Industrially India 

suffered tremendously, as the linkage pattern was destroyed 

by Partition. Jute industry, and cotton textiles are examples 

.of	 such a set-back. Agriculture which was far long neglected 

gained emphasis in the First Five Xear Plan. It is very 

important to note that little attention waS paid to develop

ing education; in fact when the first draft of the First Five 

Year Plan waS made education waS completely ignored. After 

the addition of education, the final draft pointed out "a 

close integration secured between the process of education and 

the social and economic life of the country".46 The Second 

44	 M.S. Gore, "Education and Nbdernization", pp.228-39;
B.V. Shah, "Problems of Modernization of Education 
in India", pp.240-53; and S.C. Dube, "MOdernization 
and Educatio~", pp.505-10, all in A.R. Desai 
Essa s on MOde ization of de velo ed Societies 
vo .2, Bombay, ackers c eties, 1971. 

45	 M.S. Gore, "The Crisis in University Education", in 
T.K.N. Unnithan Deva Indra, and Yogendra Singh \ed.),
Towards a Sociol06v of CUlture in India, Prentice 
Hall of India, 19 5, pp.339-51. 

46	 Government of India, Planning CommiSsion, The First
 
Five Year PlSO, New Delhi, 1954, p.525.
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Plan (1956-57 to 1960-61) was more specific in its obj ectives. 

Indian Parliament had adopted a resolution in 1954 for the 

establishment of a socialist pattern of society. For the 

fir~t time the actual conditions and the global facilities 

for the whole country were brought on record through an 

educational survey in 1956. Glaring disparities and the 

·,urgency to solve the difficulties were once again brought 

to the notice of the planners. D.Jring this period an impetus 

was given to the indu5trialisation in India. This resulted 

in the diversification of courses and great emphasis was 

laid on the establishment of technical institutes. These 

institutes were established in close proximity to the industrial 

cent res - Kharagpur in '.lest Bengal, Madras (1959), Kanpur 

(1960), Bombay (1961) and New Delhi (1963). 

2.5.14 The next two plans emphasized the importance of man

power planning. Higher education continued to expand. The 

last, i.e., Fifth Five Year Plan draft points out four trends 
/ 

~f educational development. They are : (1) equalisation of 

educational opportunity for social justice; (2) coordination 

between various educational levels and economic development; 

(3) quality improvement; and (4) cooperation of the intellegentsi 

including students in social and economic development. 47 

47 Government of India, Planning Commission, Fifth 
Five Year Plan Draft <I974-1979 " New Delhi, 
pp.198-99. 
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. 2.5.15 To conclude this historical review it seems 

pertinent to remark that the official agencies are seized 

with the problem of removing regional imbalances in the 

development of education. The progress in the attainment 

of the desired objectives is. however. slow. Yet this 

realization in itself is a landmark in itself and would 

pave way for a future free from the existing distortions. 



C4Olapter III 

STRUCroRE OF HIGHER EIlJCATION B'l UNIVERSIIY roMAINS 

3.1 INTIVIlJCroRY 

3.1.1 Having had an idea about the nature of the work in 

Chapter I and the historical perspective in the previous 

chapter, we come to the task of explaining the spatial 

structure of higher education in India, as it existed in 

1975-76. In order to explain this structure an attempt has 

been made on two planes. Firstly, we have tried to discuss 

the spatial structure in the context of university domains. 

Secondly, the imbalances in the levels of development of 

higher education have been analysed at the states level. 

The present chapter deals with the first of these two aspects. 

3.1.2 The ensuing analysis tries to delineate the university 

domains and discerns the variationS in rural/urban inequalities, 

in university education. This exercise is based on the 

enrolment data for various universities. A population! 

enrolment ratio has been worked out for the purpose of 

deteIlllining the rural/urban inequalities a further dissaggre

gat ion of data has been done according to the settlement size 

of settlements both rural and urban on a uniform scale. 

These size-classes conform to the cenSuS classification of 

rural and urban centres. The analyS is is divided into two 

parts. The first one tries to study the inequalities in 

the enrolment pattern with the help of percentages and 

graphs for each affiliating university, (unitary institutions 
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have been excluded 'from this analysis). The second part 

measures this degree of inequality with the help of Lorenz 
.. curves and Gini's coefficient. This part helps us in making 

.. comparisons of rural/urban inequalities in higher education 

over different universities. 

In the present chapter universities have been put 

into 50 groups. This grouping waS essential because a 

number of universities had overlapping domains. The data 

for enrolment and population for various grouped universities 

have been combined to avoid any obscurity in the analysis. 

The major purpose of this chapter is to indicate 

the kind of spread of education over rural and urban areas. 

In view of the fact that education is available more readily 

in towns than in villages, it becomes imperative to see the 

disparities in their enrolment and population pattern not 

only between urban and rural, but also within each size

category of urban centres, and hence accordingly for rural 

centres. There haS been a general proliferation of colleges, 
(REFI< ,a.rn/'l bIle' H') 

especially in the large sized towns~which have been the prime 

beneficiary to the disadvantage of the rural areaS in terms 

of the quality and quantity of the available facilities they 

receive as well as in the drain to the cities of the 

educated and semi-educated youths. 

The fact that colleges are distributed unequally 

has recently been of interest to investigators concerned with 
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.. the equality of educational opportunity. Due to the 

nature of the society and uneven economic development, 

unevenly distributed educational facilities have created a 

pattem in educational develolXDent which makes the problem 

of educational backwardness of the country more acute. 

"Education is a double-edged instrument which can eliminate 

the effect of socio-economic inequalities but which can itself 

introduce a new kind of inequalities between those who have 
lit and those wh~ do not n • The present system of education
 

in India which was raised on the foundation laid down by
 

British imperialism failed to do away with the basic
 

inequalities; instead of becoming an instrument of social
 

change, it remained a class privilege.
 

There are at present glaring imbalances in educational 

develolXDent in different parts of the country. To quote 

Naik, "there are large variations in enrolment from region 

to region, the states of Kerala and Tamil Nadu are far ahead 

of the states of Bihar and Rajasthan. Even within some states, 

there are large variations from district to district and 

quite often within the same district different areaS show 

equally large variations. The enrolment in urban areas are 

generally much better than those in rural areas. The 

enrolment of bOys is much better than those of girls and the 

enrolment of the children of well-to-do classes are far 

. Govemment of India, Mi.nistry of Education and 
, :.~ J '\ Social Welfare, Report of the Commi:ttee on Status 
" of Women in India, p.266. 

1 
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.. better than those of poor and uneducated social groupll.2 

3.1.7 The main purpose here, therefore, is to study the
 

dimension of regional imbalances (rural and urban) in India
 

at the university level. There has, of course, been an
 

unprecedented growth in higher education, especially so in
 

the urban areas. Our vast rural areaS remain consistently
 

backward. All those people in the rural areas who are in a
 

position to get educated because they have the means to do
 

it get absorbed in the urban milieu, accentuating the
 

increasing urban malaise, without helping in the upliftment
 

of the villages.
 

In the light of the above discussion, it is considered 

necessary to approach this problem of educational development 

in terms of enrolment figures first for every affiliating 

university. It then becomes possible to measure the extent 

of disparity that exists in our education system. However, 

the emphasis on the quantitative and statistical aspects of 

the development in no way implies that they are conSidered 

to be more important than qualitative and structural develop

ment aspects or that they provide a satisfactory explanation 

to all the problems of higher education. However, they 

undoubtedly constitute an essential dimension of these 

problems. 

J.P. Naik, ~guality, ~alittaand 9Uantity, The 
~lusive lriangle in Ii'lian . ucahon, P.18 •.., ew Delh • ·AlliedPublishers Pvt.Ltd. ,pd.8 • 

• 

2 
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3.1.9 While education statistics have always tended to 

use enrolment as the main indicator of measuring the progress 

it suffers from serious limitations. It will be interesting 

to mention here that the enrolment statistics collected by 

different agencies, i.e., Ministry of Education, the NCERT 

and Census of India do not tally. Hence, for all purposes 

of convenience and uniformity the University Grants Commission 

data have been utilised in this analysis. 

3.1.10 In order to test the hypothesis whether higher 

order urban centres have larger enrolment of pupils, it is 

imperative to go into an in-depth analysis of every class of 

urban and rural centres falling within the domain of different 

universities. It is, of course, an accepted norm that the 

larger the size of urban centres the higher would be the 

educational development. Education like so many components 

of society is hierarchic in its nature of growth and develop

ment. This again is spread over the wide spectrum of various 

classes of urban and rural centres. It is noteworthy to 

mention here that there are six categories of urban and seven 

categories of rural classified on the basis of population size 

as presented in the census of India (see Jlppendix 'B~ for 

further clarification). Depending upon their size and structure, 

the agglomerations are termed metropolis, cities, towns, 

villages and hamlets. It is this hierarchical and pyramidical 

nature of education which makes the geographer examine the 

problem in a spatial context. 

· .
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3·.1.11 Metropolitan areas and, of course, class I cities, 

'i	 domin ate the sc ene in higher education. This growth in
 

metropolitan areas is the result of socio-economic set-up
 

of that particular place. Nearly 80 per cent of enrolment
 

is in the urban areas. This is because the British rule in
 

the 19th century and the 20th century particularly in its
 

',differential effects on the "coastal rimland" (Kerala, 

Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu and \'lest Bengal) as against the 

"interior heartland" (Bihar, f~dhya Pradesh, Orissa, Uttar 

Pradesh) accentuated the urban/rural differences. The 

interior heartland lagged far behind in its educational 

development. Moreover, the introduction of English education 

in the Metropolitan centres, such as, Calcutta, r~dras and 

Bombay, further sharpened regional disparities. 

"If, however, we take an overall view of the develop

'tI	 ment of second ary and higher educ at ion, we find th at the 

over-helming part (almost 90%) of the enrolment is for 

general education".3 

3.1.13 ]n higher education the failure of the system 

principally lies in the system of education which is of a 

general sort totally unrelated to the developmental needs of 

the society. It is this type of system that we find that 

enrolment in universities is disproportionately more than can 

be easily absorbed. Although the proportion of the age group 

A.n. Kamat, Education After Independence, A Social 
Analysis, Lala Lajpatrai ]nstitute, 1973-74, p.6. 

3 
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i which joins college in India is relatively low compared 

to many advanced or developing countries, they form 
, . 

inordinately large proportion - almost 50 per cent or more 

of high school leavers. The main reason is the weakness in 

our secondary education ~mich makes a student fit for nothing 
~\ . 

else except entry into a college. Most of them flock to the 

college of arts, science and commerce which makes a student 

fit for acquiring a degree in general education that will 

qualify him for some kind of white collQr job. At the outset 

it should be mentioned that no specific level of education 

has been taken into account. 

The major weakness of our educational system is its3.1.14 

top-heaviness. Our educational process resembles an inverted 

pyramid because so much of it is being done at the top and so 

little at the bottom. As we know, educational development is 

mostly in the higher order urban centres, which will be clear 

from a mere scrutiny of table III.:t. In o'ther words our 

planning started at the top, Le., metropolitan centres of 

Bombay, I~dras, Calcutta started to percolate downwards to 

so slow a pace that in the last 18 years it has come down to 

one more level only and has reached the state urban areaS 

ignoring the rural areaS completely from its planning programme. 

3.1.15 Our education system exists for a minority in the 

town - a paradox indeed when our major population remains 

confined to the villages. We are an agricultural nation but 

we have largely ignored the villager in our educational 

schemes. A teaching system geared only to the urban dweller 
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has little relevance to the needs of the peasants. Our 

towns continue to present the picture of being islands of 

education in a vast ocean of illiteracy. The rural people 

are considered as part of the disadvantaged sections of 

society. The greatest disadvantage of persons living in 

rural areas is the system of education itself, which is 

.urban oriented and tends to draw young people from rural 

areas to urban areas. Higher education has had a very 

limited effect on the development of rural areas. The 

educational backwardness of the rural areas of course stems 

from the low rate of literacy and lack of acceptance, by the 

rural people of the system of elementary education although 

educational facilities including those of higher education 

have expanded over the years in the rural areas as well. 

"The benefits have gone mainly to the financially stronger 

sections of rural society and the small farmers, landless 
4agricultural workers continue to be out of the system n •

3.1.16 It will be of relevance to know that our universities
 

vary greatly in the number of colleges which they affiliate
 

and in the territory and distances which they enclose. The
 

larger affiliating universities are Agra, Bihar, Calcutta,
 

Kerala, Madras and Punjab, the fairly large are Andhra,
 

Q.Jj arat, Mysore, Raj asthan and Vikram.
 

3.1.17 DUring the year 1975-76, the year of the study,
 

various programmes for restructuring higher education and
 

Ani! BOrdia. op.cit •• p.52. 4 
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making it more relevant to national needs initiated by the 

COmmission earlier began to be implemented by the various 

universities. The Commission has been laying great emphasis 

on regulation of the growth of universities and colleges 

bearing in mind regional requirements so that the standards 

could be raised by consolidating the existing institutions. 

During the year, the number of students on the roll grew by 

25% compared to 5.9% in 1974-75 and 3.1% in 1973-74. No new 

university was set up during the year. However, the number 

of colleges increased from 85 during 1974-75 to 123 during 

1975-76. Of these new colleges, 85 were arts, science, and 

commerce colleges and 10 were law colleges, the remaining 28 

being professional colleges, including colleges of oriental 

learning. 

The percentage of enrolment in the science faculty 

has declined marginally from 19.6% in 1974-75 to 19.1% in 

1975-76. On the other hand, enrolment in commerce has 

increased from 16.5% in 1974-75 to 17.1% in 1975-76. The 

changes in the percentage of enrolment in the professional 

subjects are of a marginal nature. It would appear that the 

shifts in the students preference is closely linked to the 

employment opportunities available. Against 2,60,175 students 

in 31 universities and 912 colleges in 1954-55, there were 

24,26,109 students in 102 universities, 9 institutions deemed 

to be universities and 4,508 colleges in 1975-76. The 

affiliated colleges account for 84.8% of the total enrolment 

in the universities and colleges. The percentage of students 

in affiliated colleges is as high as 89.4% at the under 



graduate level. The affiliated colleges also account for 

52.7% of the enrolment at the post-graduate level and 11.0% 

at the research level. 

This usual character of educational statistics does 

not anSwer some significant questions regarding the progress 

of higher education. Hence, from a general priority we 

proceed on to something more specific, that being a class-wise 

hierarchical distribution of students in urban and rural 

areas. The present analysis includes an important component 

of rural and urban migration. Obviously, the urban centres, 

especially cities, exert a 'pull' on the surrounding or 

the periphery areaS of the cities on account of the numerous 

factors or facilities present there. It is here that one 

needs to stress the importance of the class I cities which 

form the focal points in occupation and utilisation of the 

earth by man. Both a praduct and influence on the surrounding 

regions they develop in definite patterns in response to 

economic and social needs. Moreso, the 1nfluR of the people 

to the metropolitan cities creates further imbalances in the 

patterns of development on the surrounding areas. Gunnar 

Myrdal, however, has stressed the importance of the 'spread 

effect' of the growing centres on the surrounding or the 

peripheral areas. But all the same cities are paradoxes. 

The rapid growth of large size cities testifies to their 

surrounding as a technique for the exploitation of the earth, 

yet by their very succeas and consequent large Size, they 

often provide a poor local environment. 
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3.1.20 One point that needs special emphasis is to examine 

the level of urbanisation and ruralisation with the level of 

educational development. This offers a wide scope to establish 

a functional relationship of an urban and rural area. Such 

a study is comprehensive and serves a great deal in sihgling 

out elements to see if the process as one imagines, is ideal 

and whether it necessarily follows a set pattern of overall 

development encompassing various fields. Hence it becomes 

indispensable to see the spatial structure of higher education. 

The percentage of enrolment in each category of 

urban and rural centres to the total of the university forms 

the basic indicator to measure the dimension of regional 

imbalance in this chapter. 

As far as educational development is concerned,the 

data shows a faster rate of growth in urban areaS than the 

rural areas. This reflects the inherent weakness in our 

system of education which contradicts the very basis of the 

principle of democratisation of educational opportunity 

especially in far-flung rural areas. 

It	 is important to mention that sometimes empirical 

~	 findings fail to explain the existing pattern of overall 

development of education. One cannot ignore the socio

political and economic set up and the attractive fOrce 

of cities for jobs and better facilities etc., and also the 

general policies of the government to accelerate development. 

However, such an empirical analysis gives one an approximation 

of the complexity of the phenomena of the whole process of 
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education at a given period. Inter and intra-university 

variations or disparities in the level of development 

bring out the essence of the complex phenomena of the entire 

process of education. Such a study highlights the fact that 

whether the part which is highly urbanised needs to be 

cured of the chasing disease of the over-crowding and problem 

of educated unemployed. 

An attempt has been made here to analyse the pattern 

of enrolment in various affiliating universities. An effort 

has been made to examine the intra and inter-university 

disparities by grouping the location of colleges into six 

categories of urban (CJ.ass I city to Class VI town) and seven 

categories of rural centres. 

DISTRIBUTION OF ENroLMENT BY UNIVERSITY OOMAINS 

Lldia has as such recorded extremely low levels of 

literacy which have no doubt had a corroding effect on the 

progress and well being of the economy and which make India 

the most under-developed even among the developing countries 

of Asia and Africa. There have been glaring deficiencies in 

the pattern of whatever little education has been imparted 

over the past several decades. In view of this, it becomes 

inevitable to measure the educational development in different 

universities. This, however, is often debated on the issue 

whether more enrolement of students in educational institutions 

implies 'development'. It is true to say that more enrolment 

of students has progressive characteristics as it signifies 

; ( 
that more people are getting educated - which in itself is a 



measure of future economic development. Higher education 

has all the potentialities of a stock of high-level manpower. 

Further, it reduces the prospects of abject misery and 

illiteracy. This is argued that the greater the enrolment of 

its population, the better it is for the educational develop

ment which for the present time remains the crux of the 

problem. This obviously has its own limitations. 

3.2.2 On a close scrutiny of the data, one is immediately 

enamoured by the fact that the urban areas constitute the 

bulk of enrolment in India as a whole. There is in fact 100% 

enrolment in urban areas in the six universities in the 

country namely Jammu, Kashmir, Bhopal, Vikram, Delhi and 

Bundelkhand. utkal University has 83.12% (Table 111.1) which 

is the maximum enrolment in the urban areaS. 

3.2.3 Except for Dibrugarh (7.il.125"~) and Kerala (73.2.1%), 

all the other universities have on an average 85% enrolment 

in the urban areas. I This obviously reflects that education 

in India is totally urban-biased, leaving the rural areas in 

the backwaters of educational development. Moreover, "higher 
~'*' education is mostly confined to urban and middle classes".;;> 

'The highest enrolment percentage in rural areas 

which is 26.79% is in Kerala University. This is because 

Kerala ranks highest as far as literacy is concerned (60%). 

Government of India, Ministry of Education and 
Social welfare, Report of the Oommittee on the 
status of Women in India, December 1974, p.241. 
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UNIVERSITY 1.1 

1. AN:IERA PRADESH 53.99 14.93 20.05 3.43 0.92 - 1.25 1.07 4.30 0.06 - - - 93.~ 6.68 

2.03WlIA 75.91 6.45 11.48 4.10 0.75 - 1 - 1.ai - 0.25 - - - 98.69 1.31 

3. SRIV»nCATESHY/ARA 33.90 46.67 11.81 1.77 - - - 2.29 3.56 - - - - 94.'5 5.85 

4. DI:BRlJGAllH - 43.89 8.53 14.40 3.13 4.17 - 4.75 9.59 5.23 3.75 2.56 - 74.12 25.88 

5. GA1JHATI 35.22 15.95 12.54 11.51 11.37 1.72 1.16 1.72 3.82 4.36 0.15 0.48 - 88.31 11.69 

6. llHAGALPUR, BIHAR 37.82 12.28 28.85 8.77 5.55 - 1.10 3.70 5.04 1.82 0.82 0.25 - 87.27 12.73 
& L.N.MISRA 

7. RANCHI 67.18 6.lP 13.48 7.39 0.85 0.20 0.25 - 1.04 3.21 0.38 - - 95.12 4.88 

8. GUJARAT & SARDAR 55.96 12.27 14.35 15.27 0.52 - 0.25 0.79 0.59 - - - - 98.37 1.63 
PATEL 

9. SAURASHTRA 56.26 27.56 11.41 4.26 - - - 0.31 0.20 - - - - 99.49 0.51 

10. SOUTH GUJRAT 37.00 31.99 13.42 10.70 3.04 - - 3.85 - - - - - 96.15 3.85 

11. KURIKSHETRA 10.72 58.76 17.55 5.93 1.34 1.22 - 1.41 2.38 0.69 - - - 95.52 4.48 

12. HIMACHAL PRADESH - 33.36 2.18 30.47 9.41 9.33 - - 4.16 7.42 1.30 2.37 - 84.75 15.25 

13. JAMMU 76.58 - - 18.92 4.50 - - - - - - - - 100 

14. KASBMIR 70.49 - 29.51 - - - - - - - - - - 100 

15. BANGALORE 75.11 8.60 14.63 0.85 - - - - 0.81 - - - - 99.19 0.81 

16. KARNATAK 53.74 10.51 13.40 17.40 0.53 - - 2.36 1.34 0.72 - - - 95.58 4.42 

17. MrSORE 49.96 14.68 13.96 8.96 0.29 1.64 0.60 3.34 6.44 0.13 - - - 89.49 10.51 

18. CnICO'l' 14.12 25.80 17.20 16.64 2.16 2.00 9.88 2.27 5.34 3.72 0.87 - - 77.92 22.<8 

19. KERALA 34.94 5.42 26.33 4~84  1.68 - 11.lP 6.63 6.82 0.93 1.39 - - 73.21 26.79 
""J 
""J 
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20.	 A.P.S:INGH 47.04 31.12 4.06-	 '.55 - - 2." 5.'5 

21.	 BHOPAL '78.11 - 19.45 - 2.36 - 100 

22.	 JAllALPUR 94.~1 2.19 - - - - - - - ~.50  - - 96.50 '.50 

2~.  JIWAJI 52.15 5.68 25.40 5.92 1.54 - 1.55 0.5~  4.11 0.51 2.00 - - 91.29 8.10, 

24.	 SAUGAR 25.86 23.81 34.16 8.55 0.51 0.44 - 0.48 1.16 2.19 0.99 0.5~  - 94.05 5.'5 

25.	 VIKRAK 31041 12.48 29.60 19.92 0.59 - - - - - - - - 100 

26.	 RAVI SHANKAR &0 10.14 4.93 14.65 4.3~  3.12 - 0.26 0.51 0.16 - O.~ 0.28 - 98.~1  1.64
INDIRA KALA SANGIT 

21.	 llOMllAY 81.12 3.95 3.01 2.86 0.12 - 2.18 0.6~  0.01 - - - 97.12 2.88-
28.	 MARATHWADA 4~.09 n.01 23.98 n.50 ~.56  - - 1.19 0.98 - 0.6~  - - 91.20 2.80 

29. NAGPUR 55.93 16.05 14.14 7.71 0.86 - 2.30 2.24 0.17 - - - - 94.69 5.'1 

~o.  roONA 12 .88 4.40 12.28 3.63 1.2~  - 2.71 1.68 0.46 o.n - - - 94.42 5.51 

~1.  SHIVAn 46.~0  19.88 15.45 6.91 0.67 - 2.~0 6.55 1.55 - 0.~9  - - 89.21 10.7' 

32.	 NORTH EASTERN 61.06 - 11.11.82 12.15 4.52 - - 004~  0.92 0.56 2.54 - - 95.55 4.45 
HILL 

3~.  BmRAMRJR 41.36 - 21.20 27.11 2.27 - 2.~  - - - - - - 97.96 2.04 

34 • SAMllALPIlR 55.05 - 23.35 8.00 9.52 - - - 2.34 1.14 - - - 95.92 4.lX:I 

~5. tmCAL 36.05 5.56 n.86 14.a! 11.6~  - - ~.42  8.38 ~.09  1.99 - - 8~.12  16.88 

~6.  GURU NANAK 56.01 15.66 7.34 12.~5  0.87 - - 1.9~  2.69 2.01 1.00 - - 92.29 7.71 

5.7631. PIlNJAll &: PUNJAB! 47.05 16.92 11.81 7.85 ~.96  0.65 0.52 0.27 1.81 2.76 0.40 - - 94.24 

....1 
GlO 
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38. RAJASTHAN & 60.50 14.'0 12.49 10.'5 0.47 - 0.11 0.12 0.81 0.71 0.01 0.1' - 98.11 1.89 
UDAIPOR 

'9. MADRAS 72.72 9.33 8.42 4.36 0.22 0." 0.2' 1.12 2.'5 - 0.94 - - 115.J6 14.64; 

40. MADURAI 57.29 16.77 6.91 4.67 1.15 1.'1 '.45 2.69 2.24 '.52 - - - 88.10 
,11.,_ 

41. AGRA 64.70 15.42 1'.04 2.60 2.56 - - 0.80 - 0.88 - - - 98.32 1.68 

42. BUNDELKHAND 34.70 14.20 '5.70 15.40 - - - - - - - - - 100 

4'. GAlUNAL 69.57 - -  12.01 18.04 - - - - - 0.38 - - 99.62 0.38 

44. GORAKHPOR, 47.32 7.94 27.26 '.cr! '.94 - 0.34 '.15 '.45 2.97 0.62 - - 89.48 10.52 
AUAIlH, KANPOR 

45. KUMACIl - 12. a:; 6,.34 2'.52 - 0.45 - - - - 0.6, - - 99.'7 0.6, 

46. MEERUl' 59.76 14.60 16.78 2.44 - 0.'0 0.72 1.82 ,.16 0.42 - - - 9'.88 6.12 

47. ROHlLKHAND 69.89 10.80 16.91 0.66 - - - 1.10 0.64 - - - - 98.26 1.74 

48. N.BmGAL - 67.42 15.,6 7.CJ; 1.51 1.46 2.17 - 1.89 '.14 - - - 92.80 7.20 

49. CALCUTTA & 6,.00 10.11 10.16 2.49 1.94 - '.1' 0.33 4.'7 4.22 0.25 - - 87.70 12.'0 
BURD'WAN & 
JAIlHAVPOR 

50. DELHI 100 - - - - - - - - - - - - 100 

....1 
c..::> 
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This is in line Ynth the policies of the Left Front 

Government to encourage education in the remotest corners 

of the State. In fact for a country like India, with a 

gigantic population, one of the policies of the Government 

should be to develop a strategy of more institutions to 

avoid over-crowding in some recognized or renovmed institu

tions. I The minimum percentage of enrolment in rural areas 

is that of Garhwal University, which accounts for a minimum 

of 0.38%. This reflects the general backwardness of the 

state. The reason for such wide disparities in rural and 

urban enrolment points up to the lack of development of the 

country. This great unevenness of spread of facilities of 

higher education violates considerations of equality of 

opportunity in colleges which we seek to promote as well as 

efficiency . 

3.3 Spatial Disparities in Enrolment in Urban Areas 

3.3.1 After we have derived a general picture of knowing 

rural/urban distribution of enrolment, it becomes necessary 

to proceed on to something more specific, i.e., a classwise 

distribution of enrolment of rural and urban areaS separately 

of various affiliating universities • 

3.3.2 A glance of Table III.1 makes it evident that class 

cities form the bulk of enrolment in all universities. It 

ranges from a maximum enrolment of 94.31% in Jabalpur University 

to a minimum enrolment of 10.72% in Kurukshetra University. 

Some universities, like Himachal Pradesh, A.P. Singh (M.P.) 

I 
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Dibrugarh, Kumaon and North Bengal, have no enrolment in 

this category. Most of the universities record more than 

50% enrolment in this category. Examples are Andhra Pradesh, 

Osmania, Ranchi, Gujarat and Sardar Patel, Saurashtra, 

Jammu and Kashmir, Bangalore, Karnataka, Bhopal, Jabalpur, 

Ravi Shankar, Bombay, Nagpur, Poona, North Eastern Hills, 

Sambalpur, Guru Nanak Dev, Rajasthan, Udaipur, Madras, Madurai, 

Agra, Meerut, Rohilkhand, Calcutta, Burdwan and Jadavpur 

universities. This indicates that the metropolitan areaS 

exert a 'pull' on the surrounding as well as far flung areas 

endowed with enormous facilities. lil general, there exists 

today a large concentration of students in class I cities in 

practically all the universities, barring a few exceptions. 

There is today a paradoxical situation of both surpluses and 

shortages of educated manpower. The reaSon attributed to the 

large concentration of student population in class I cities 

is merely the impact of industrialization in these regions. 

Colleges in the metropolitan centres are of a far superior 

nature. They are surrounded by a penumbra of institutions 

where, although there is open door access, the standards 

are poor. 

3.3.3 Next in order of hierarchy come the class II 

towns which present a somewhat different picture. Here 

all the universities record less than 50% of the enrolment 

of students unlike the class I cities, except for Kurukshetra 

(58.76%) and North Bengal Universities (67.42%). Important 

locations where colleges are situated and belonging to this 
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category of urban classification for Kurukshetra University 

are Anbala, Yamuna Nagar in Anbala District, Bhiwani and 

Hissar in Hissar District, Gurgaon and Faridabad in Gurgaon 

District, Panipat and Karnal in Karnal District and Sonepat 

in Rohtak Dist rict. The following are the location of 

colleges for North Bengal University : Cooch Behar, Siliguri, 

Jalapaiguri, Al ipurdawa Balurghat in Cooch, Behar, Darj eeling, 

and West DtnajlU' Districts. 

Next in order of city-size, come the class III towns 

which as the Table III.I reveals account for below 35% of 

enrolment in all the universities with the exception of 

Kumaon University (63.34%). Some of the important locations 

belonging to this group are Almorn, Kashipur and Rudrapur, 

which forms a bulk of student population. Bombay University 

accounts for only a minimal of 3% enrolment in this category. 

Places which fall in this category are Margaon, Panvel, 

Chiplun and Ratnagiri. The reason for this rather low percentage 

of enrolment is the high degree of concentration of student 

enrolment in class I cities of Bombay, Thana and Kalyan which 

draws students from great distances, leaving the colleges in 

the other areaS to cater to the needs of the local population. 

This is a direct reflection on the spatial irregularity in 

the distribution of educational facilities. The lopsided 

development of urban growth has been responsible for having 

created great imbalances and variations in student enrolment. 

A leeway to the problem would be to prevent the growth of 

big cities at the expense of the small ones and try and 
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implement the proposal of equalisation of educational 

opportunity in all areas, especially rural. 

3.3.5 It is of great importance to mention here that
 

enrolment in the urban areaS follows the hierarchy of city


size distributions. This is evident from the percentage of
 

enrolment share decreasing with every decrease in the town


size. In class IV group of towns, for instance, the
 

enrolment of students is below 25% except for Himachal
 

Pradesh University, which has 30.47%. Kashmir and Bhopal
 

Universities have no enrolment in this category of urban
 

towns.
 

3.3.6 Share of enrolment is relatively small in class V
 

towns. It accounts for below 10% in the majority of universities
 

excepting Gauhati (11.37%), Utkal (11.63%) and Garhwal (18.04%).
 

Some universities do not even reach the level of 1% enrolment.
 

Among these are Andhra Pradesh (0.92%), Osmania (0.75%),
 

Ranchi (0.85%), Qjj arat and Sardar Patel (0.52%), Kamataka
 

(0.53%), Mfsore (0.29%), Saugar (0.57%), Vikram (0.59%),
 

Bombay (0.12%), Nagpur (0.86%), Shivaj i (0.67%), Guru Nanak
 

Dev (0.87%), Raj asthan, Udaipur (0.47%) and Madras (0.22%).
 

3.3.7 A majority of university systems have no enrolment
 

altogether in class VI towns. Universities whioh on an
 

average have about 5% of enrolment in this category of towns
 

include Dibrugarh, Gauhati, Ranchi, Kurukshetra, Mfsore,
 

Calicut Saugar, Punjab, Punjabi, Madras, Madurai, Kumaon,
 

Meerut and North Bengal. Himachal Pradesh University forms
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an exception to the rule as it has 9.33% of student 

enrolment, drawn from class VI towns. 

3.3.8 The above analysis of enrolment disparities in 

urban areaS clearly points to the fact and validates the 

hypothesis that as the city-size decreases the percentage of 

enrolment also goes down. Hence it is only fair to say that 

education like so many important variables follows closely a 

set pattern of development and reflects in it an hierarchy 

of systems - smaller ones forming part of the larger systems. 

In more explicit terms, the educational load seems to be 

the greatest in the highest order urban centres and goes on 

decreasing with a decrease in the city-size •
• 

spatial Disparities in Enrolment in Rural Areas 

The primary task before the country relates to the 

removal of poverty, illiteracy, social and economic inequalities 

and causes of social discrimination. The policies in the 

period since Independence have been apparently shaped to 

achieve these obj ecti ves. In fact, it has been the avowed 

policy of the government that educational opportunities should 

be "open to all". Despite such attempts to reduce inequalities, 

our vast rural areas remain educationally backward. Our 

economy though predominantly agricultural has conveniently 

ignored the needs of rural people and primarily catered to 

the minority in the town. In a paper of the UNESCO on 

"Population Dynamics and Educational Development" 

states that "Educational Inequalities in Asian countries are 
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equally apparent in the rural-urban dimensions. Despite 

the fact that the vast maj ority of Asians I ive in rural 

areaS that the economies of Asian countries will continue 

to be mainly agriculture-based and the development efforts 

must give priority to improving rural living conditions; 

educational systems still seem to cater mainly for urban 

minorit ies". 6 

3.4.2 The attempts at locating colleges in rural areas 

have been made in recent years, though there exists striking 

imbal ances in our educat ional systems, espec ially between 

the rural and urban areas. Even where the facilities are 

existent, the standards are so poor that it becomes economically 

non-viable to locate colleges. A concerted effort on the part 

of the governr.1ent is required to eradicate and alleviate 

the ignorance and illiteracy that inhabit the rural masses 

who form majority of the population. Disparity in the 

educational development between the nJral and urban areaS are 

somewhat magnified especially if one compares the two. 

Education in India undoubtedly reflects an urban bias with 

the consequence that the rural population remains deprived of 

such opportunities. Apart from this, the poverty of the 

masses, unables them to send their children for higher 

studies. This situation is slightly relieved by providing to 

the deprived sections of the society the financial assistance 

in the form of scholarships. 

UNESCO Report on "Population Dynamics and Educational 
Development'~Regional'Officeof Education in Asia, 
Bangkok, 1974, p.27. 

6 
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3.4.3 Since approximately 80% of the population of 

India resides in villages, an urgent need is felt to 

accelerate the overall development that will make it more 

relevant to the structural changes in the society. One of 

the wa:ys to uplift the rural masses is through higher 

education so that they do not remain divorced from the 

needs of the land. 

3.4.4 In the light of the above discussion it becomes 

almost demanding to measure the extent of disparity in 

enrolment in each class of the rural centres within the 

different affiliating universities. Enrolment figures are 

generally low because there· exists a paucity of educational 

facilities within the university domains. Like the urban 

areas the rural areas too are organized in a hierarchy - from 

large sized villages to medium and thence to small. There 

are, as mentioned before, seven categories of villages 

based on the population-size (Appendix 'B'). Consequently, 

an hierarchy of settlement systems of various sizes is formed, 

consisting of different hierarchic orders interlinked by a 

set of relationships within each hierarchic order and has a 

definite relationship with the socio-economic condition of 

the region that illustrates the reciprocal and dynamic nature 

of relationship of education of a particular place. 

3.4.5 To promote a better understanding of the rural 

education a class-wise analysis of the rural areas has been 

examined. It would not be out of place to mention here that 

even if education becomes readily available to the villager, 
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a problem that often crops up is that hardly any educated 

villager is willing to go back to the rural surroundings. 

lnstead he adds to the already acute pressure of urban 

unemployment by moving out to the towns. This polarisation 

of education in India in a few urban areaS has created a 

suctioning 'backwash effect' on the innumerable small places 

especially in the rural areas. The analysis of the hierarchical 

distribution of enrolment of various universities will high

light glaring imbalances in our education system not only 

between the urban and rural areas but also within the rural 

areas themselves. A low level of educational development 

necessitates the fact that rural areas in general are 

economically and socially backward. Racial and social 

inequality has produced disparities in education that will 

continue to perpetuate and exacerbate existing inequalities. 

Though considerations of economy would dictate the setting 

up of optimum size colleges consideration of equity will call 

forth the need for setting up colleges in far flung areas 

which also have an enrolment inducing effect. 

3.4.6 Out of the fifty affiliating universities, twenty-

six are without any enrolment in the first group of large 

sized villages (having a population of 10,000 and above). 

The highest enrolment percentage is in Kerala University 

(11.02%), followed by the Calicut University (9.88%). The 

lowest percentage is in Rajasthan University (0.11%). The 

reason attributed to the highest enrolment rate in Kerala is 

the high literacy rate in all areas of the state. Moreover, 
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the progress of urbanisation in Kerala is not as rapid as 

compared to the other states. One of the principles that 

the Kerala Government works for is "that the village should 

be the centre and base of operations for all beneficient 

activities that make for enrichment and uplift of the people. 

It should not be isolated and unrelated institution regarded 

by placid in difference by the people but must be an integral 

part of the life of the village".7 

other universities in this category of rural areas 

form not more than 5% of the total enrolment. It hardly 

exceeds more than 1.5-2.00% in some other universities (see 

Table III.!). 

3.4.8 Next in order of hierarchy come the villages with 

5,000-9,999 population where the situation in the spread of 

students population is somewhat different. Some univerSities 

which did not have any enrolment in the first category of 

villages recorded enrolment in this category. Examples of 

this kind are universities of Osmania (1.06%), Srivenkateswara 

(2.29%), Dibrugarh (4.75), Saurashtra (0.31), South Gujarat 

(3.85%), Kurukshetra (1.41), Karnataka (2.36%), A.P.Singh 

(2.99%), Saugar (O.48%),Marathwada (1.19%), North Eastern 

Hills (0.43%), utkal (3.42%), Guru Nanak Dev (1.93%), Agra 

(0.80%) and Rohilkhand (1.10%). Universities which show the 

J.C. Kavoori and Baijnath Singh, History of Rural 
Development in Modern India, vol.l, New Delhi, 
Navchetan Press, 1967, p.33. 

7 



highest percentage of enrolment in this category are that 

of Shivaji (6.55%) and Kerala (6.63%). 

3.4.9 Table III.l reveals that villages holding third 

position in hierarchy have a greater share of enrolment when 

compared to the other groups. This points to the fact that 

there is a large number of rural settlements falling under 

this group. The educational load is the greatest in Dibrugarh 

University (9.59%) followed by Utkal University (8.39%) etc. 

It follows that larger number of institutions for higher 

education are prevalent in the group of villages. other 

universities which average about 5-6% of enrolment are 

Bhagalpur, Bihar and L.N. Muthila, Mysore, Calicut, Kerala 

and A.P. Singh. 

3.4.10 The other set of village groups follows more or 

less the same pattern of educational development. It forms 

a minimal percentage of students enrolment. The last group 

of villages with less than 200 population is too small to 

support any educational facility. Hence, we find no enrolment 

in that category. 

3.4.11 It is clear from the above analysis that large 

variations of enrolment exists at all levels of urban and 

rural areaS of different universities. There is a paucity 

of facilities of higher education in certain categories of 

urban and rural centreS. It further shows the large differences 

in their level of development of education, especially in those 

universities where development has been arrested by a number 
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of socio-economic and political factors. An analysis of 

existing disparities in enrolment is important before any 

vigorous planning can be done. Such an approach using some 

broad characteristics of education should help not only in 

enhancing our understanding of the situation but also in 

ultimately discerning what is common between them. The 

large percentage of enrolment in urban areas is explained 

by the fact that most people in rural areas find living 

conditions too hard and hence a large section of this 

population migrates to urban areas where conditions for more 

lucrative employment and better facilities are within easy 

reach. The other side of the picture is that this economically 

productive population become a part of the urban populat ion, 

resulting in over-crowding in urban areas and starve the 

rural areas of a large proportion of their potential human 

capital investment which would have raised their economy 

considerably. Expansion in enrolment has to go hand in hand 

with the expansion of human and material resources that help 

to provide education of a desired standard. In a developing 

country like India the need is all the more to plan the 

expansion of facilities in higher education broadly on the 

basis of general trends regarding manpower needs and 

employment opportunities. 

ENroLMENT AND FOPULATION 

The previous section dealing with the enrolment 

pattern in different universities reveals an urban bias in 
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higher education. This particular feature comes out in a 

more clear fashion if we try to look at the enrolment 

figures in relation to population. Looking at the total 

urban and rural population served by different universities 

one finds that except for a few university domains, the rural 

population is above 70%, and the urban population is less 

than 30%. The universities that cater to urban population 

of 30% and above are Saurashtra (30.71%), Bangalore (35.2%), 

Bhopal (41.12%), Jabalpur (40.54%), Bombay (50.16%), Madras 

(31.87%) and Delhi (89.70%). In the rest of the university 

domains the urban population varies from 7.10% in Himachal 

Pradesh to 29.48% in ~~durai. This clearly shows that moat 

of the Indian population is rural which itself is a truism 

as India basically is an agricultural country with nearly 

80% of the population dependent upon agriculture as the main 

source of income. If we compare these figures with the 

enrolment figures, we find a total reversal of the position. 

As already pointed out in the previous section, enrolment in 

higher education in urban areaS constitutes above 74% of the 

total enrolment in all the university domains. This contra

dicting picture points out to the fact stated in the 

beginning of this section, i.e., there is a high degree of 

urban bias in higher education. This may be the result of 

the fact that most of the higher education institutions tend 

to crop up in urban areas rather than the rural areas except 

when there is a 'conscious' policy effort on the part of the 

various state governments to locate colleges in rural areas. 

This, incidentally, points out the fact that the policy of 
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the Indian Government to disperse educational institution 

in the remotest areas has remained a policy on paper only. 

The factual data does not reveal any trend in such a 

direction. 

3.5.2 The above discussion was only at the aggregative 

level. In order to get a clear picture of the intra-university 

inequalities in higher education, a break-down of the total 

urban and rural population into various categories becomes 

essential. This is because student population is unevenly 

distributed in the country. Uneven distribution is visible 

not only within the universities, but also among different 

universities of the country. Furthermore, there are many 

rural centres which do not have facilities for higher 

education, while, on the other hand, there is a number of 

educational institutions located at a single point in urban 

centres. This disparity of population served by educational 

institutions in the region is the result of a number of 

factors operating simultaneously such as economic, social, 

geographical and political, etc. 

3.5.3 On a close scrutiny of Tables IILI and IIL2 and 

Figs. IILI to Fig. IlL13 , it is apparent that there exists 

a gap between population and enrolment, especially in the 

group of class I cities for all universities. In some 

universities like Osmania, Jammu, Kashmir and Rohilkhand, 

the gap between the two variables is of a high' 'degree. 

Graphs Nos. 111.1 for Osmania, Fig. 111.4 for Jammu and 
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1.4 1.5 1.6 2.1 2.2 

1. ANDIlRA PRADESH 9 .24 2.09 4.78 2.47 0.83 0.03 3.44 15.68 33.06 16.43 7.14 3.07 1.74 19.44 80.56 

2. OSMANIA 11.14 0.97 2.50 2.27 0.52 0.05 0.70 4.80 24.86 20.98 26.94 3.61 0.66 17.45 82 .55 

3. SRIVENKATE~AR  2.83 5.86 4.35 2.59 0.71 - 2.29 9.52 37.68 22.95 8.19 2.62 0.41 16.34 83.66 

4. DIBRlJGAllH - 5.20 1.20 2.50 1.11 0.29 - 0.86 13.84 22.87 29.29 18.70 4.14 10.30 89.71 

5. GAUHATI 2.49 0.90 1.83 2.00 1.09 0.15 0.09 1.46 14.11 28.67 2703'7 15.ot 4.72 8.54 91.46 

6. BRAGALPUIl,lllKAR, 0.37 2.88 2.17 1.10 1.28 2.44 9.44 26.09 23.89 17.71 9.97 0.01 2.65 10.24 89.76 
L.N.MISRA,MAGAIJI 

7. RANCHI 11.35 1.12 3.29 2.06 0.93 0.21 0.12 1.54 8.43 19.00 25.13 20.96 5.78 18.96 81.04 

8. GUJARAT & SARDAR 15.67 2.10 4.52 3.26 2.09 0.06 1.16 7.41 22.58 21.23 13.13 5.7'9 1.00 27.70 72.30 
PATEL 

9. SAURASHTRA 11.26 5.82 5.31 5.35 2.92 0.05 0.36 3.22 21.00 24.78 14.94 4.37 0.62 30.71 69.29 

10. SOU'l!H GUJARAT 11.13 5.31 3.19 2.88 1.44 0.20 0.24 5.88 21.35 23.93 15.89 7.38 1.18 24.15 75.85 

11. KUR(I{SEIF.'l'RA 2.26 7.02 4.61 2.22 1.38 0.17 0.99 9.46 28.93 23.52 13.82 4.94 0.67 17.66 82.34 

12. HIMACHAL PRADESH - 1.63 0.62 1.93 1.39 1.53 - 0.32 3.67 10.32 16.40 32.'78 29.41 7.10 92.90 

13. JAMMU 8.84 - - 1.59 2.71 1.84 - 1.59 13.26 22.43 23.92 18.10 5.72 14.98 85.02 

14. KASHMIR 17.38 - 3.35 - 2.01 - 0.40 1.37 14.12 22.66 21.95 13.70 3.06 22.74 77.26 

15. llANGALORE 25.87 1.10 3.78 3.16 1.12 0.17 - 0.54 8.61 15.30 21.28 15.92 3.15 35.20 64.80 

16. KARNATAK 7.692.72 4.54 5.54 0.50 0.04 0.40 9.79 23.95 23.62 14.66 5.50 0.85 21.03 78.97 

c.J 
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17. MrSORE 8.68 1.68 2.74 ~.57  1.96 0.68 0.21 ~.75 21.9~ 22.84 17.66 12.12 2.18 19.~1  

28. CALICTJr 3.28 3.43 5.61 1.63 0.57 0.05 59.84 20.98 4.40 0.17 0.03 0.01 0.002 14.57 85.43 

29. KERALA 10.12 1.a! 4.73 1.65 0.23 0.04 78.77 2.92 0.39 0.10 0.02 0.01 17.79 82.21 

10. A.P.SINGH 2.43 2.70 0.90 1.94 0.05 1.16 10.54 21.58 29.79 22.15 6.76 8.02 91.98 

21. BHOPAL 31.99 2.16 4.13 0.931.91 1.~  3.95 9.13 17.70 20.80 5.98 41.12 58.88 

22. J AllALPIlR 31.72 5.13 2.67 1.02 1.a! 5.06 12.04 19.00 17.68 4.58 40.54 59 .46 

23. JIlJAJI 9.33 1.17 4.41 2.44 1.68 2.35 12.06 20.12 22.75 18.93 4.76 19.03 80.'7 

24. SAUGAR 3.30 2.52 4.52 3.58 1.22 0.05 1.68 8.69 18.16 27.72 23.23 5.33 15.19 84.81 

25. VIKRAM 5.63 1.78 1.97 2.87 1.70 0.06 1.71 9.71 19.82 28.44 21.67 4.64 14.01 85.99 

26. RAVI SIlANKAR & 4.98 0.48 2.26 1.39 1.18 O.r:rr 0.98 0.88 7.12 22.21 29.~ 23.13 6.28 10.36 89.64 
INDIRA KALA SANGIT 

27. BCMBAY 45.05 0.95 1.66 1.39 0.93 0.18 0.51 3.15 8.78 10.13 7.67 19.34 0.26 50.16 49.84 

28. !'lARATHWADA 3.88 2.96 3.21 4.lXl 1.88 0.00 5.73 21.23 31.18 24.00 0.83 0.96 16.r:rr 83.93 

29. NAGPllR 11.r:rr 3.49 5.882.61 0.800.02 0.69 4.94 14.5021.52 20.77 11.14 2.5723.8776.13 

30. F\}(JU 18.lXl 0.94 4.53 2.12 0.52 0.11 4.34 8.76 20.97 20.34 13.62 1.93 0.76 26.28 73.72 

31. SHIVASI 11.46 3.57 2.18 2.77 0.56 0.22 4.44 12.34 29.0) 21.43 9.16 2.45 0.33 20.76 79.24 

~.  NORTH EASTERN 6.60 2.86 1.60 1.64 - - 1.33 12.21 15.61 16.00 24.30 17.85 12.70 87.30 
HILL 

33. lIEHRA!'lPllR 2.57 2.892.02 1.73 0.18 0.51 0.6711.4720.8024.73 22.95 9.54 9.33 90.67 

34. SAMBALPUR 5.23 3.55 1.01 1.61 0.35 8.31 21.34 29.79 22.44 6.38 11.40 88.60 

c 
,;:.. 
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2.66 0.62 0.50	 0.74 10.78 22.72'5. U'DCAL 1.8' 1.17 - - 29.21 2'.41 

,6. GURU NANAKDEV 15.24 4.24 2.5' 2.89 1.51 0.2' 0.22 ,.61 11.24 2'.21 18.95 8.45 1.50 26.10 1'.'0 

,.,. PUNJAB &: PlINJABl 6.23 '.32 6.17 '.38 1.82 0.'0 0.26 4.60 20.05 24.51 18.62 8.55 1.59 21.82 18.18 

38.	 RUASTHAN & 1.38 1.89 '.62 '.49 1.20 0.06 0.45 4.18 11.04 21.'2 21.4' 14.'1 ,.6, 11.64 82.36 
UDAIPUR 

39.	 MADRAS 20.19 '.89 4.04 2.88 0.18 O.OJ 2.18 11.'5 21.'1 11.55 1-3'2 2.a; 0.'1 '1.81 68.13 

40.	 MADURAl 12.14 5.51 6.45 '.46 1.12 0.14 1'.25 14.12 24.64 12.99 4.15 1.19 0.18 29.48 10.52 

41.	 AGRA 13.26 0.85 2.'5 1.89 1.19 - 0.61 6.00 2'.42 25.2' 11.80 6.66 _0.66 19.54 80.46 

42. BlllIDEIKHAllD 4.98 1.21 5.16 '.14 1.16 0.11 0.25 '.50 11.2' 26.60 2'.29 11.28 2.ll! 15.82 84.18 

4'. GABHWAL 10.34 - - '.00 '.21 0.49 0.8' 1.8' '.57 '.12 12.11 34.60 26.'0 11.04 82.96 

44.	 GORAKHRJR,AUAllH 6.0; 0.98 1.6, 1.01 0.4' 0.01 0.61 '.45 16.15 26.25 24.92 15.42 '.03 10.11 89.8'&: KANPUR 

45. KlJIIlA<:!l	 - '.14 6.'0 '.40 0.'6 0.'9 - 0.88 5.12 9.19 22.0, '1.26 11.9' 13.59 86.41 

46.	 MEERUT 9.00 '.41 4.04 2.18 0.91 0.05 1.42 8.15 28.57 25.01 12.61 '.42 0.51 19.65 80.'5 

41.	 ROHlIKHAND 8.19 '.5' '.13 1.55 0.60 - 1.,6 '.11 11.,0 22.12 26.,6 14.51 2.'1 18.20 81.80 

48.	 N.BENGAL - 5.46 1.16 1.38 0.55 0.11 4.32 8.52 24.98 25.45 15.52 9.19 2.16 9.26 90.14 

49.	 ;~~~~i/ADA~0.65  2.33 2.41 1.21 0.59 0.01 1.a; 5.'0 20.66 20.16 14.66 8.5' 2.4' 21.20 72 .80 

50.	 DELHI 

C/J
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Kashmir, Fig. IIL12 for Rohilkhand Ravi Shankar and Indira 

Kala University represent this fact. It is also apparent 

from Table No.III.l and 111.2 the extent of the gap between 

the two above mentioned variables. Where enrolment accounted 

for more than 70% in all the universities, the corresponding 

population was less than 11% for all the above mentioned 

universities, except Kashmir which reached the population 

figure of 17.38% in this class group of the urban areas,(, .. 
" 

(Le., the Class I cities). However, one must not overlook 

the fact that the Class I cities constitute the bulk of the 

percentage of urban population in different university 

domains, especi ally in case of Bhopal and J abalpur, Bangalore, 

Bombay, Poona and Calcutta, Jadavpur and Burdwan and Delhi 

universities where the difference between the total urban 

population and the population in class I cities in various 

university domains is approximately 10% (See Table III.2). 

This shows that student population is not available in the 

same degree in the various parts of the university domains. 

Concornmittantly, certain differences in the processes of 

urbanization for different university domains explains the 

inequalities in higher education. 

3.5.4 One important point that gets highlighted in the 

I course of such analysis is the fact that as the city size 

I decreases, the gap between the enrolment and population 

becomes less pronounced, unlike that of the class I cities, 

where the difference between the two variables is rather 

large in all the 50 university domains considered in this 
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.chapter. However, Kurukshetra and Not"th l:lengal un iversit ies 

(See Figs. III. 3 and 111.12) forms an exception to this rule. 

as the degree of difference between enrolment and population 

in class II towns is quite large when compared to the rest 

of the universities. The former accounts for 58~76% and the 

latter accounts for a meagre of only 7.02%, giving a difference 

of 51.74% for Kut"Ukshetra university. North Bengal Uliversity 

too, follows closely the same pattern; the enrolment is 

67.42% and population is 5.46% with a difference of 61.96%. 

Himachal Pradesh and A.P. Singh are the other universities 

where there is a relatively large gap between population and 

enrolment in the class II towns (See Fig. II!.3 , III.5). 

3.5.5 It is cleat" from the above analysis that higher 

education in India reflects an urban bias especially towards 

the higher order centres. These centres exert a 'pull' on 

their neighbouring hinterland by virtue of their possessing 

better educational facilities and opportunities. These 

cities instead of acting as catalyst to development of all 
I region have arrested growth of the neighbouring areas by
I
 
I	 drawing the students from these areas. Hence, rather than 

set"Ving these areas, it further empoverishes them and in turn 
, . creates its own problem of overcrowding in certain 

institutions of higher education. 

3.5.6 An attempt must. therefore, be made to cure the 

problem of overcrowding in a limited number of institutions 

in the large sized urban centres. This can be accomplished 

by injecting within the rural areas. an element of educational 
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input required for the educational development. It is 

especially in the rural area that the gap between population 

and enrolment is accentuated; the situation is somewhat 

opposite to that of what existed in urban areas - here the 

population percentage exceeds largely the enrolment figures. 

No single university accounts for more than 27 per cent 

enrolment in the rural centreS. More than twenty universities 

account for less than 10 per cent enrolment in all the 

categories of the rural taken together. Examples of this 

kind are Osmania, Ranchi, South Gujarat, Kurukshetra, 

Saurashtra, Gujarat and Sardar Patel, Bangalore, Karanataka, 

,, . Bhopal, Ravi Shankar and Indira Kala Sangit, Bombay, Marathwada, 

N.E.H.U., Berhampur, Sambalpur, Madras, Agra, Bundelkhand, 

Kumaon, and Rohilkhand. The corresponding population, 

however, is eight times its enrolment for these universities, 

the average being 75 per cent popul ation except for Bombay 

(49.84%), Bhopal (58.88%), Saurashtra (69.29%) universities. 

3.5.7 As depicted clearly in the Fig. III'l to III-l3, the 

village size distribution of enrolment and population follow 

a different pattern altogether. Here the population percentage 

is far greater than the enrolment. In fact, most of the 

class groups of these rural areaS are devoid of higher 

education facilities. There is, in other words, a paucity 

of such facilities in SOme of the large sized and small 

sized villages. The reason attributed to the lack of such 

facilities lies in the fact that most of the small sized 

villages are too small to support any educational institution. 
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~llages with small population (below 500) have a meagre 

size or no student population in institutions,whatever the 

case, a cursory glance of Table IlLl and III.2 reflect the 

imbalances between the two variables in their distribution~ 
between different size classes of rural areaS also. Ln! 
Kerala University, for instance, the distance between 

population and enrolment is rather large as is apparent if 

one looks at Fig.III-5. Here the population far exceeds the 

enrolment in the largest sized i'llll11.9lt5 ~ (78.77% population 

with a corresponding enrolment of 11.02%, the difference being 

67.75%), Calicut University also is another example huving 

this disparity between population and enrolment in the 

villages above 10,000 population. Bundelkhand is the only 

university,out of the fifty universities considered, which 

does not account for any en rolment in the ru ral areas. It 

is concentrated in the vari::>us size classes of the areaS 

of this particular university. In general, most of the 

universities average 3-5 per cent of the total enrolment in 

all the universities, except for a few where the enrolment 

figures reaches 9.88% as in the case of Calicut University, 

(i.e., in the category of 2,OOO~4,999 of population) and 

also in the case of Utkal University which records 8.38 per 

cent of enrolment within the Same category. The population 

distribution of Andhra PradeSh and Srivenkateswara universities 

into various categories of the rural areaS takes shape of a 

pyramid (Fig.III.l), further accentuating the tremendous gap 

between population and enrolment, especially in the village 

group of 2,000-4,999 of population. It is, however, important 
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to note that villages with less than 200 of population 

have no enrolment. 

This trend of inequality in higher education towards 

urban areas negates the very relevance and essence of equality 

of educational opportunities to far flung areas, 

So long as equality of education signifies easy 

access to education for all, a proper dispersal of educational 

f acil it ies to the remotest parts of the count ry is what is 

required. In fact, a developing country like ours can make 

progress only if people and villagers in general acquire new 

ideas and new skills in agriculture. This can be achieved 

only if conscious and sustained efforts are made on the 

part of the government aimed at raising the economic 

standard of the villagers so that they can avail of higher 

educational facilities within their reach and without 

di fficul ty. 

INEQUALITIES IN HIGHER EWCATION 

Despite the tremendous effort of both democratic and 

communist countries towards ensuring equality of educational 

opportun ity, inequal it ies still prevail and their total 

magnitude has increased rather than decreased in the world. 

This phenomenon is more acute as there is today a great degree 

of inequality in our educational system. In view of this 

argument we have tried to work out the degree of inequality 

in education as between the rural and urban areas, served by 



particular universities. For this purpose we have basically 

utilised the Gini's coefficient which measures the distribu

tion of education with help of enrolment figures. The two 

variables that have been taken into consideration are 

enrolment in higher education institutions according to 

the size-class of cities and villages and the corresponding 

population. In order to make the exercise worthwhile we had 

to club some universities together because these universities 

served an overlapping region. This resulted in the reduction 

of the number of Gini's coefficient to forty-nine. (Sf.E TAeL.E m·a) 

As has been discus sed earl ier higher educ ation in 

India has tended to concentrate in urban areas, especially 

in the higher order urban centres. It would not be surprising 

to find a very high degree of inequality in higher education 

within the areas served by particular university, especially 

in those Mlich have a large number of rural settlements 

within their ambit. This is but expected since higher 

education is concentrated in larger cities whereas rural 

areas lie in the back waters of educational development. 

However, whenever the nuober of rural settlements is less, 

the degree of inequality as, measured by percentage of 

enrolment with respect to percentage of population according 

to the size of the settlements, would be less. Secondly, 

where the rural settlements are very close to metropolises 

and higher order urban centres, the percentage of enrolment 

can be expec~ed to be high even among the lower order 

settiements, thereby reducing the inequality (see Fig.III.19). 
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TABLE III'"3 

INEQJALITIES IN HIGHER EIJJCATlDN 

5./10 • 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16.' 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

Name of University 

2 

kldhra Pradesh 

Osmania 

Srivenkateswara 

Dibrugarh 

Gauhati 

Bihar. Bhagalpur. L.N. Mithila 
and Magadh 

Ranchi 

Q.1j arat and Sardar Patel 

Saurashtra 

South GJj arat 

Kurukshetra 

Himachal Pradesh 

Jammu 

Kashmir 

Bangalore 

Karnataka 

Mfsore 

Calicut 

Kerala 

Awadesh Pratap Singh 

Value of the Gini's 
Coefficient 

3 

0.80
 

0;"85
 

0.87 

0.76 

0~88 

0;135 

0.84 

0.76 

0.78 

0."'78 

0.79 

0.88 

0.96 

0.'82 

0.71 

0;l30 

0~1 

0.~6 

0'n6 

0.60 
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31	 2 

21; . Bhopal	 0.66 

22.	 Ravi Shankar and lhdira 
Kala Sangit 0.92 

23.	 Jiwaji o.ao 

24.	 Saugar 0.S5 

25.	 Vikram 0.89 

26.	 Bombay 0.52 

27.	 Marathwada 0.86 

28.	 Nagpur 0.78 

29.	 Poona 0.80 

30.	 Shivaj i 0.77 

31.	 North-Eastem Hill 0.86 

32.	 Berhampur 0.93 

33.	 Sanbalpur 0~87 

34. Utkal 0.89 

·35. Qlru Nanak Dev 0.70 

36. Punj ab and Punjabi 0.81 

37 ;c Raj asthan and Udaipur 0.86 

38.	 Madras 0.69 

39.	 Madurai 0.68 

40.	 Agra 0.B4 

41.	 Avadh, Gorakhpur and Kanpur 0.87 

42.	 Bundelkhand 0.87 

43.	 Garhwal 0.'87 

44.	 Kumaon 0.89 

45.	 M:lerut o.ao 
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In general wherever the area served by a particular 

university is compact, the degree of inequality on the 

theoratical basis at least can be expected to be less as a 

large number of people can get themselves enrolled into the 

various institutions of higher order by these universities. 

lh the context of available evidence we find that 

none of the universities show a concentration ratio of less 

than 0.52. Within the range of 0.5 and 1.0 the distribution 

of universities is no doubt uneven. I~st of the universities 

show a concentration ratio between 0.8 to 0.9 (27 universities 

of the 50 considered). Only a few universities show a 

concentration ratio above 0.9. To name them there are Ravi 

Shankar and lhdira K. Sang it , Berhampur and Jammu with 

concentration ratios of 0.92, 0.93, 0.96 respectively. (See 

Fig. Nos. IlL19, IlI.22 and III.n). Since Ravi Shankar and 

lhdira Kala Sangit are specialised kind of institutes and 

hence do not cater to the popular needs of the mass of 

students. The enrolment can be expected to be fairly limited 

from those areaS which are economically well of, therefore, 

the higher degree of concentration. lh case of Jammu the 

higher degree of inequality can be attributed to the specific 

geographical limitations, which make it inaccessible to the 

people. Moreover, in case of Jammu University, the institution 

of higher order are concentrated only in urban areas. As far 

as Berhampur University is concerned, we would have to look at 

the state of Orissa (as a whole there are three universities 

in this state, Sambalpur, Utkal and Berhamput). Orissa being 
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an educationally backward state because of its socio-economic
 

backwardness, the pattern of higher universities in the state
 

as a whole can be expected to be high. This is shown by the
 

Gini's coefficient of all the three universities which are
 

0.87, 0.89 and 0.93 respectively.
 

3.6.4 In the forty-nine universities the range of the Gini's 

coefficient works out to be 0.44 (the lowest 0.52 in case of 

Bombay University and highest being in case of Jammu 0.96). 

If we try to divide the series into four parts, we can have 

four quaZ'tile~ from 0 with Gini's coefficient ranging from 

0.52 to 0.63, 0.63 to 0.74, 0.74 to 0.85, and 0.85 to 0.96. 

In the fi rst range there are only two un iversi ties, namely 

Bombay and A.P. Singh University (Fig. Nos. III.20 and IILI8). 

In the second range, i.e., 0.63 to 0.74 there are six universi 

ties nilllely, Bhopal, Calcutta, Burdwan, Jadavpur, Madurai, 

Madras, GJru Nanak Dev and Bangalore universities (See Fig. 

Nos. III. 19 , III.25, III.23, IlL22 , III.l7). The largest 

number of universities, that is, twentytwo in number, show a 

concentration ratio of 0.74 - 0.85 and the highest category, 

. i.e., 0.85 - 0.96, eighteen universities are covered. This 

picture is a clear cut about the urban bias in higher education. 

As many as forty universitj.es, out of a total of fortYn"irie 

considered, show the Gini's coefficient of more than 0.74. 

These values are further illustrated by the various
 

graphs, Fig. 111.14 to 111.26.
 



Olapter IV 

LEvt:LS OF DEVELOP/err OF HIGHER EOOCATION IN INDIA 

A study of the spatial structure of higher education 

would remain incomplete if we ignore a discussion on the 

unequal distribution of higher education over the different 

administrative regions of the country. Education, even 

though on the concurrent list lately, has primarily been a 

state subject. Hence differences in the pattern and structure 

of higher education can be expected to differ from state to 

state depending upon the varying degree of priority attached 

to education. It is in order to develop an understanding of 
,• , 

such differences that we have undertaken the fOllowing 

analysis. In the previous chapter one dimension of the 

regional spread of higher education, i.e., between rural and 

urban centres has been discussed. This analysis was carried 

out at the level of the universities. The present analysis 

does not take into account the individual universities but 

all the universities taken together that lie in a particular 

state. 

Most nations today are turning development-minded. 

The 'slogan' of this world-wide revolution is development and 

like other revolutionary slogans, it has various meanings for 

different groups. It may mean industrilization, or achievement 

of independence - political-economical etc. 'Whatever the 

specific meaning of development in particular context, it is 

a process with very wide dimensions. ModerniSation of societies 
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which has become synonymous with industrialization and 

developnent is the most important aspect of this process. 

That is why the clamour for industrialization in under

developed countries. Education is but one dimeasion of the 

development al process. So thinking of industrialization and 

modernisation without the spread of education specially the 

higher education would be nothing but an absuDiity. 

Where development remains a vital issue of discussion 

it is imperative to gauge the extent of human resource 

development. "Human' resource development is the process of 

increasing the knowledge, the skills and the capacities of 

all the people in a society. In economic teIms, it would be 

described as the accumulation of human capital and its 

effective investment in the development of an economy. In 

political terms, human resource development prepares for 

adult participation in political processes particularly as 

citizens in a democracy. From the social and cultural points 

of view, the development of human resources helps people to 

lead fuller and richer lives, less bound by traditions. In 

short, the process of human reSource development unlocks the 

door to modernisation".l 

Human resources are developed in many ways. The 

most obvious is by formal education, beginning with primary or 

1	 F. Harbison, and C.A. Myers, "COncepts of Human 
Resource Development" - Educat ion. Manpower and 
Economic Growth, p.2. 



first level education. continuing with various forms of 

secondary education and then higher education including the 

colleges. universities and higher technical institutes. 

, . 

4.1.5 In a country like India. where there still exists 

a regional imbalance in educational development, it becomes 

essential to measure the extent to which a region is developed 

in education by selecting a set of quantitative indicators. 

Such a task sometimes becomes incredibly complex because of 

lack of disaggregative data. It is, however, important to 

observe that sometimes empirical analysis fails to explain the 

existing pattern of overall development of evaluation. Such 

an empirical analysis. however. gives one a rough approxima

tion of the level of development of education of a particular 

state. 

4.1.6 They help in further probing into the problem of 

education in India. Even though the inter-regional and 

intra-regional disparities in the levels of education are of 

great importance, the present study is restricted to regional 

differences in the levels of educational attainment. 

The importance of such an analysis lies in bringing 

to light the inter-regional disparities in terms of numbers 

of educational institutions. student enrolment, teachers/ 

workers and direct expenditure. The importance of education 

in all states of India has been changing from time to time. 

depending upon the political economic and social structure. 



4.1.8 The problem of education and attaining full. 

literacy in India has come to occupy a pivotal position in 

our planning process. Equitable distribution of income and 

wealth can only come through a rigorous attempt of a planned 

development. In the Third Five Year Plan, it has been said 

that "Education is the most important single factor in 

achieving economic development and technological progress 

and in creating social order founded on the values of freedom, 

social justice and social opportunity. Programmes of education 

lie at the base of the effort to forge bonds of common 

citizenship to harness the energies of the people and to 

develop the natural and human resources of every part of 

the country.'I 

4.1.8 Moreover, the problem of education is magnified to 

a large extent by the overwhelming number of the educated 

unemployed. An attempt to study such a problem, however, 

has not been included in the present analysis. When equalisa

tion of educational opportunity remains a universally accepted 

social ideal, the debate continues about the extent of effective

neSs of the different strategies suggested for its realization 

and many indeed are the strategies suggested, viz., free 

compulsory schooling for a certain period, provisions of a 

common curriculum for all children regardless of the back

ground of diversification of courseS to suit different needs 

of the students, provision of common schools for children 

from diverse backgrounds, govetnment assistance ;etc. 

Despite this high talk about equalization of educational 
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opportunity, the regional imbalances, not to talk of 

personal inequalities, in education have persisted. 

4.1.9 The importance of the study lies in the fact that 

it focusses attention on the levels of higher educational 

inclusive of under-graduate, post-graduate and research 

leyels, in different states and their disparities and patterns 

in their overall development. 

In view of the argument that so long as development 

of a country, whether economic, social or political or 

educational remains a vital issue of debate, an attempt has 

been made as to develop understanding of the regional 

disparities in the educational levels in tenns of certain 

quantitative indicators. These include: 

(i) Numbers of institutions per 1,000 population, 

(11) 

(iii) 

Ftirolment of students in higher education 

per 1,000 population, 

Teacher/worker ratio bringing into focus the 

importance of teaching occupation in the work 

force, and 

(iv) Direct expenditure per student. 

The last indicator gives us a rough approximation 

of how much a particular state is willing to spend on 

higher education. A better indicator could have been to 

measure direct expenditure per capita. 
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Finally an attempt has been made to examine the
 

spatial distribution of the four indicators with the help of 

choropleth maps. The spatial picture that emerges from such 

an attempt gives one an idea of the general pattern of 

distribution in different states and Union Territories. 

4.1.13 Data have been aggregated to include all higher 

education. No distinction between the types of education has, 

however, been made. The data are inclusive of all types of 

higher education, viz., General Education, Teacher Training 

lhstitute, Vocational/Professional Education, Special and 

other Education. 

4.1.14 The major groups have been further classified into 

sub-groups of dif~erent types of education but it is of no 

significance in our present study. Our emphasis is on the 

measurement of educational development with respect to all 

higher education institutions in various states and Union 

Territories. 

The present study merely reflects the extent to which 

a state is developed in respect to the four indicators. 

These chosen indicators tend to show the levels of development 

of higher education in states. It, however, does not 

incorporate any economic indicators to see if educational 

development follows closely the economic development 9f 

different states. Such a study would have been beneficial 

but the non-availability of data in the proper format forced 

US to keep such an exercise in abeyance. 
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4.1.16 The educational development of a country is vitally 

connected to all other aspects of development and the 

educational situation in a given period is an inseparable 

part of the general socio-economic situation in that period. 

The relationship between education and economic development 

is not a new discovery. 

4.1.17 The study here has been confined only to the sphere 

of measuring the level of educational development upto the 

level of ~he colleges and above. The study highlights the 

fact that the level of educational development coincides 

largely with the economic structure of the state and the 

policies of the government. 

DISPARITIES IN n£ DEVElDPMENT OF HIGHER EOOCATION 

4.2.1 lnter-state disparities in the four indicators 

discussed earlier are analysed below. 

4.2.2 On closer examination of the data, one is unmediately 

enamoured by the fact that the maximum number of institutions 

for all colleges fall into the category of general education. 

In order ;ofnumber of institutions, the professional and 

other education ranks second, followed by the relatively 

upcoming teach'r training institutions for higher education 

in certain states. 
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4.3 (a) Institutions 

4.3.1 The average number of institutions of higher 

education per 1,000 population (16-26 years taken as an 

approximation to coincide with the duration of completion of 

higher studies) for India as a whole was 1.8496 (Table IV.2). 

It ranged from the highest recorded by Chandigarh (.2555) to 

a negligible figure for Maharashtra 0.0126 to almost nil in 

Dadar, Nagar and Haveli and Lakshadweep Islands. 

4.3.2 It is quite apparent from the data that there are 

obvious disparities between the numbers of institutions for 

higher education. Not even a single state records a minimum 

of one institution per thousand of population for higher 

education. Generally speaking, it is safe to say that number 

of educational institutions of higher learning are rather 

limited and selective in numbers allover India. This points 

to the lack of development of higher education in the country 

as a whole. For a country like India with a gigantic popula

tion, the government policy should be to develop a strategy of 

creating more institutions to avoid over-crowding in the few 

recognized or renowned institutions. 

4.3.3 . On the basis of the data computed this indicator 

has been grouped into five categories showing, very high. 

high. medium, low and very low level (Map. IV.l). 

4.3.4 The number of college-level institutions as a 

percentage of population for ~Eharashtra ranks lowest and 
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ultimately falls into the low category. In respect to 

higher educational institutions Goa, Daman and Diu (0.731) 

and Andaman and Nicobar Islands (0.0716) fall into the medium 

category, whereby Nagaland falls into the low level of 

development of institutions. Dadar and Nagar Haveli are 

negligible, for which data was not available at all. This, 

however, indic ates the lowest level of development of educa

tional institutions of higher education. Chandigarh (0.255), 

Kerala (0.1048)~ V.P. (.1013), Manipur and Pondicherry fall 

into the category classified as very high and high respectively. 

4.3.5 Madhya Pradesh, West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, 

Tamil Nadu, Gujarat and Rajasthan fall into the medium category. 

ut~ Pradesh falls into the high category though the figure 

for it stood at .1013, rather an insignificant figure to show 

any form of development. 

4.3.6 This quantitative indicator no doubt gives us a 

rough approximation of the 'expansionary' nature of the 

institutions and differences in their growth in each state. 

It does not, h~/ever, provide a good basis to show the 

educational development in each state. Nevertheless, the 

policies should entail programmes for developing for higher 

education to determine the general growth and development of 

education in different regions, Such a lack of development 

of college education side by side often results in regional 

imbalances. 
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4.4 (b) &Irolment 

4.4.1 India, has, as such recorded extremely low level 

of literacy which have no doubt had a corroding effect on the 

progress and well being of the economy and which accounts for 

India being an underdeveloped country. There have been 

glaring deficiencies in the pattern of whatever little 

education that has been imparted over the past several 

decades. In view of this argument, it becomes inevitable to 

measure the educational development in different states. The 

indicator chosen is, of course, the enrolment of students in 

all colleges per 1.000 of population according to age group. 

This is an often debated question that whether more enrolment 

of students in educational institutions implies educational 

I development I or not. It is. however. t rue to say that more 

enrolment of students in a state has progressive characteristics. 

as it signifies that more people are getting educated - which 

in turn itself is a measure to future economic development. 

, Enrolment	 of students especially in the population age-group 

of 16-26 years highlights significant development. It has 

all potentialities of a stock of high quality of manpower. 

Further. it reduces the prospects of abject misery and 

illiteracy which characterise the country. This is argued 

on the prospect that greater the enrolment of its population. 

the better the level of educational development. which for 

the present time remains the crux of the problem. This. of 

course. has its obvious limitations. 



The number of students enrolled in colleges per
 

1,000 population ranged from 295.9713 in Chandigarh to 

1.6988 in N.E.F.A. Chandigarh being an urban centre recorded 

the highest enrolment per 1,000 (16-26 years) in higher 

education. The great unevenness of the spread of facilities 

for higher education violates both considerations of equality 

of opportunity in colleges which we seek to promote, as well 

as efficiency. The inequality is reflected in the general 

development in different states. 

Only 15 per cent of the total number of colleges 

have enrolment of 1,500 which have been laid down by the 

Edu~ation Oommission of India as an optimum size of a college. 

Though considerations of economy would dictate the setting up 

of optimum size college considerations of equality will call 

for setting up of colleges in areas which will also have an 

enrolment inducing effect. The educational load seems to be 

mostly in Chandigarh (295.9713), Delhi (95.3368) and Kerala 

(66.1721) for higher education. 

States like Bihar, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh remain 

educationally backward. This often reflects the generally 

low level of economic development. 

Map IV.2 shows the states which fall into various 

categories. The enrolment of students to colleges in 

Maharashtra falls into the group classified 'very low' in 

higher education. The enrolment is only 7.3061 per 1,000 

population. The variation in the educational load from one 
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level to another and from one state to another is evident 

from Table lV.2. In higher education, large imbalances 

between sections and regions have been evident during the 

last three Plans. It is apparent from the maps grouped into 

categories that there exists great disparities. For higher 

education, Chandigarh ranks highest and Tamil Nadu falls 

into the group classified as 'low' followed by And am an and 

Nicobar Islands in the 'very low' category. Enrolment in 

states of Andhra Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh in general are 

low for higher education. On the contrary, it may also be a 

possibility that the educational systems of these states are 

sufficiently developed at the moment but that the persons 

migrate for reasons of employment and better educational 

facilities to more developed states. Whatever may be the 

reason, those responsible for the develoflTlent of these states 

must sort out reasons for the general low educational levels 

in numbers of institutions enrolment and teachers and formulate 

develoflTlent programmes and policies accordingly. 

uttQX Pradesh, Gujarat, ~¥sore, Tripura, west Bengal, 

Punjab and Assam fall into the medium group (Map lV.2). 

Haryana falls into the medium category •.. 

It is of utmost importance to evolve a planned 

strategy of developing first the primary education in India, 

higher education, of course, conforms to the change in 

economic develoflTlent if rightly utilised. Hence a higher 

enrolment ratio to population in higher education may 

necessarily not be a suitable indicator for a measure of 



development if there remains the problem of educated 

unemployment. 

Although enrolment of students has progressive 

qualities, one should not overlook the fact of the number of 

dropouts or failures in each institution. In a quantitative 

analysis of this kind sometimes the quality of education is 

overshadowed. 

4.5 Cd Teachers 

The number of teachers in higher educational institu

tions per 1,000 workers is an equally important indicator. 

However, one important limitation of this indicator is that 

in no way it reflects the quality differences. ~alifications 

of teachers differ among states and because of serious 

shortqges of teachers, the substantial percentage of unqualified 

or under-trained teachers are included in the totals for some 

states, particularly those developed less economically. Thus, 

in the less developed states, inclusion of all teachers 

in thiS index greatly exaggerates their stock of high level 

manpower. 

An index of teacher-student ratio was not taken into 

consideration, because of the high degree of exaggeration in 

the result.· For instance, in a certain state, where enrolment 

of students was low, the staff student ratio worked out high 

in comparison to a Union Territ~ like Delhi where the 

enrolment was much higher. This was rejected on the grounds 

of causing obscurity in the index of development. 



Five class groups in the Map IV.3 represent 

number of teachers per 1.000 workers. This indicator 

undoubtedly gives the strength of the states in terms of 

teachers employed. ~~reover. it shows the level of develop

ment as one has an idea as to what percentage of people go 

in for the teaching profession. This. of course. involves 

the displacements due to migration of persons to bigger 

cities on account of better facilities and higher pay. Here 

the government policy should be to evolve a system of incentive 

schemes in each state. ~tigration of teachers to metropolitan 

cities is mostly in case of higher education. 

On closer scrutiny of the map. one finds that 

Chandigarh maintains its uniformity as the teachers per 

1.000 workers in this Union Territory ranks highest. The 

value being 16.2064. The reason that could be attributed 

for a high development of most of teachers is because being 

'an urban city. no other activity such as agriculture is of 

prime importance. Hence the due emphasis is laid on the 

development of education in general. 

4.5.5 Next states in the context of teachers per 1.000 of 

workers are Delhi and Pondicherry. They all fall into the 

group classified as thigh' in the map IV.3. Despite the 

agricultural dominance. the literacy rate in Kerala is very 

high. being around ,60 per cent. 

4.5.6 The data rev~al that zhere exists an imbalance in 

the number of teachers to total workers in college education. 
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especially so in high levels of education. In most of the 

states there is not even one teacher per thousand of working 

population which reveals the glaringly low level of educational 

development. This could be easily expected if we keep in mind 

the number of institutions per thousand of population as well 

as enrolment figures. States of Jammu and Kashmir, Maharashtra, 

Tripura, Utter Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Assam fall into 'low' 

class group. This highlights the fact of respective dearth 

of teachers in higher education in the above mentioned states. 

It ranges from 16.2064 in Chandigarh to as low as 0.53 in case 

of Orissa, 0.3734 for Andaman and Nicobar, 0.1150 for N.E.F.A. 

(Table IV.2). The last three, of course, are closely related 

to the low level of economic development. 

This index of development, however, is truly 

corelated with state requirements of teachers. ~breover, 

it depends upon whether the economy in a particular state 

economy has a greater demand for agricul~ural, industrial 

or other category of workers. But on general assessment of 

development record of other countries, it is apparent that 

guidance is essential for a change in technology which comes 

through gradually. This objective can only be realised 

through education and i~ there exists a dearth of teachers in 

certain states, this might create regional imbalances within 

that sector of development. They should follow a policy of 

balanced development of teacher/student ratio. In some 
-backward areas, such as N.E.F.A., the excess teachers per 

1,000 students can take the form of disguised unemployment. 



4.5.8 Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Mysore, Bihar, Orissa, 

Assam, Jammu and Kashmir and others all fall into 'low' and 

'very low' class group. The issue of educational development 

becomes a rather debatable topic, as one has to take into 

consideration many factors (economic, social and political) 

to determine a balanced growth. 

The Educational Commission (1964-66) set up by the 

Government of India has recommended that "work experience 

should be introduced as an integral part of all education 

general or vocational' in order to relate education to life 

and productivity". 

The Pre-Primary Training Institutions and the l-bme 

Science colleges have played a significant part in the 

expans ion and improvement in Ind ia. 

*Dalav Kalvi Nilayam at NEdras is one of the oldest 

training institution in India. It runs a nursery school for 

older children and an excellent training programme for nursery 

school teachers. The teachers trained in the Nilayam are now 

creditably working in all parts of Tamil Nadu. Relative 

importance to teacher training ,institutions is being given 

by the state (Tamil Na~). 

4.6	 (d) lixpenditure on Higher Education 

The pattern of educational finance is determined by 

each state's policy in respect of education and what it 

*	 Report of Education Commission (1964-66), Government 
of India, p.7. 



proposes'to do at different levels. Thus it differs from 

state to state and it may show large variation in the 

financing of educational institutions. 

If one looks at the educational finance in different 

states one is struck by the great unevenness. 

The University Grants Oommission can also rearrange 

their financial allocations to discourage the expansion of 

institutions of higher education and research. Some of the 

states which are lagging behind in educational development 

at this level will no doubt need encouragement and financial 

assistance. But this should be done in a discriminating 

ma~ner. The need of the country today is to accelerate and 

help the development of basic education at any cost, than 

assisting in the development of higher education where 

greater cost is incurred. 

4.6.4 Looking at the data one is immediately struck with 

the heavy cost incurred per pupil in higher education. Another 

striking feature is that the variations in direct expenditure 

per pupil are tremendous among the states. The amount of 

expenditure incurred on higher education is ove~lhelming, the 

highest expenditure per pupil is in Pondicherry ~.2809.383l 

to lowest in Nagaland ~.114.1602 (Table IV.2). This extra

ordinary phenomenon that exists in heavy expenditure per pupil 

in higher education violates the policy implications of the 

states to develop and encourage primary and secondary education 

~nd equalisation of opportunity. 
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4.6.5 Since there exists a paucity of funds 1ft atateS for 

schemes of development and improvement of educational 

facilities it is argued that these should be substantially 

augmented by the Central Govemment. But the contribution 

of the central Government is, however, channelised into 

assisting the development of higher education than developing 

primary or secondary education. 

4.6.6 Map IV.4 highlights the direct cost per pupil in 

various states. The cost per pupil in higher education in 

the Union Territory of Delhi is high - the value stands at 

~.1681.1345. Disparities in cost incurred on higher education 

are evident from this map. Goa, Daman and Diu fall into the 

'high category' (~.1928.2070). Other states which fall into 

this category are : Raj asthan (1ls.1207 ~ 6105), Himachal Pradesh 

(Rs.1l22.5l5O) and Otandigarh (1ls.1014.0828). Orissa (1ls.944.506), 

Haryana, <lJj arat, Jammu and Kashmir, Punj ab, Tripura, Tamil 

Nadu and Andhra Pradesh fall in the medium category (see also 

Table IV:2). Dadar a'ld Nagar Haveli and Lakshadweep i.lands 

spend negligible amounts only. 

4:6';7 The differences in expenditure per pupil is of 

9reat magnitude between various states. 

4.7 (e) Composite Index 

4.7.1 .. If we take into account the interrelation between 

the variables discussed above, we get an interesting picture. 
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In this section we have tried to capture the overall picture 

of levels of higher education by compositing the four 

indicators that have been discussed earlier. Such a picture 

gives an accurate account of the existing pattern of 

education in various states. For the purpose of analysis, 

a composite index in respect to four variables has been 

computed. It shows the differences in their level of 

development of education, especially in those states where 

development has been arrested by a number of socio-economic 

and political factors, which are not accounted for in this 

analysis. An understanding of the existing disparities and 

-diversities of education in states are important to be 

cognised before any rigorous planning can be done. 

4.7.2 The composite index has been grouped into five classes. 

Chandigarh ranks highest in terms of educational development 

taken into consideration the index being 24.1926 (Table IV.3). 

This tJrings to light the planned nature of educational 

development in the Union Territory. Delhi (8.5664),' 

Pondicherry (8.'2948), Kerala (4.9237), Goa Daman and Diu 

(4.8423) and Manipur (4.1295) come second in order of 

educational development. This coincides of course, with the 

high level of literacy in these Union Territories. On the 

other hand, Maharashtra (1.8373) falls into the category 

of very low development. The disparities are of a high order 

not only between various states but also within the states • 
• 
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4.7.3 The islands of Lakshadweep and the territory of 

Daman and Diu display a considerable backwardness in 

educational development. In fact, Lakshadweep is devoid 

of facilities of higher education. Nagaland's index is a 

meagre value of 1.0442, showing a 'very low' level. 

4.7.4 The states falling the medium ,category are 

Punj ab (3.7992), Haryana (3.6821), West Bengal (3.5382), 

Uttar Pradesh (3.4070), Mysore (3.33489), Jammu and KaShmir 

(3.5382), Rajasthan (2.9394), N.E.F.A. (2.9341) and Tamil 

Nadu (2.9017). 

4.7.5 The states in the 1low1 category include Andhra 

Pradesh, Tripura, Assam, And am an and Nicobar Islands and 

Madhya Pradesh. Table IV.3 and map IV.5 bring out this 

fact. Maharashtra and Nagaland are included in the 'very 

low 1 category (Map IV.5). 

4.7:6 Surveying the educational progress, one finds that 

there exist great imbalances in higher education. It seemS 

that expansion of higher education in certain areas has 

taken place at an increasing pace. But these islands of 

development having affluent academies, unfold the process of 

lenclavisation 1• It is necessary that suitable policy changes 

are introduced at an early date to correct these distortions. 

4.7.7 Though indicators, such as enrolment, teachers, etc., 

reveal an, increasing trend in the year 1969-70, it has f 
I, ' 
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nevertheless given rise to two problems witn inevitable social 

and political consequences. First. under the tremendous 

pressure of numbers the quality of education is deteriorating 

and in some respect the educational system appears to be 

breaking down as is evidenced by the growing number of 

campus troubles during the last few years. Secondly. the 

rather slow pace of economic development. in relation to 

schools (especially secondary education) higHer education 

cannot appropriately absorb the products of these institutions 

and is causing massive unemployment among the educated. 

Hence. the word 'development' of education cannot be viewed 

in isolation. An attempt to study the lopsided and unbalanced 

development of education at collegiate levels in states is 

necessary. 
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Qlapter V 

CDNCLUSlDN 

5.1.1 There is a growing realisation among regional 

scientists, location economists, geographers and planners 

that in developmental pI ann ing having the obj ective of 

integrated spatial function, and regional development, the 

structure of spatial organisation, i.e., the pattern of 

inter-related location of human activities interacting with 

one of basic elements must be taken into consideration. The 

need for spatial planning in particular is greatest in 

ex-colon ial nation~ whose spatial structure remain oriented 

to colon ial system and, therefore,' are not necessarUy 

geared to rapid economic growth or nation building (Logan 

1972). In view of this argument, the present research on 

'Regional structure of Higher Education' was undertaken to 

see how education is organised in spac~, and what are the 

processes that have generated the regional differences. 

Education, like so many components of society, is hierarchical 

in nature. This like any other element of society is 

organised in space, ranging from higher order to lower order 

urban centres, and also from large-sized villages to medium 

and then to small-sized villages. Since the processes of 

urbanisation and economic development are closely interlinked 

with education, it is important to see the structural changes 

in our educational system. Impulses of educational change are 

transmitted in a size 'racket' sequence, from higher to 
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lower centres in the urban hierarchy. Similarly. rural 

areas also undergo changes with the change in our 

developmental process. 

5.1.2 Hence. the present research work is being completed 
•

in the light of the following obj ectives. viz.. to trace the 

origin of formal education institutions and their growth in 

different phases. to analyse their distributional pattern 

and spatial arrangement. to classify them into urbarv'rural 

hierarchy on the basis of their population size" to see 

their spatial distribution in tems of enrolment" to examine 

the relationship of enrolment and population and also to 

study the inequalities and level of development of education 

in various states. Finally the attempt has been made to 

examine the existing pattern and project a more rational 

approach to future educational planning. A few specific 

problems for future research in this direction have also 

been pointed out. 

5.1.3 Each of the chapters is concerned with specific 

issues which was subjected to a thorough empirical analysis. 

Chapter II dealt with spatial structure of higher education 

and processes of development - a historical survey. The 

growth of education haS been dealt with in two distinct 

phases : (i) pre-Independence era, and (ii) since Independence; 

From times immemorial education, especially higher education 

in India was the privilege of the few. In ancient times too, 

higher learning was restricted to the upper castes, viz., the 
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Brahmans. In fact, the system was primarily Brahmanical, 

in the sense that it was the monopoly of a learned caste 

whether Hindu~" Buddhist or Jain. Religion formed the basis 

of their education. During the MUslim rule, madrassahs 

were established and here too, religion formed the mainspring 

of higher learning. Institutional elitism existed during 

this period too. 

5.1.4 Education, however, took a real turn with the coming 

of the British. The origin of the present system of 

education can be traced to the beginning of the 19th century 

when Macaulay presented his famouS Minute. The introduction 

of English system of education in India alienated the maSses 

of the country and in turn gave rise to that section of society 

who became in time mere mouthpieces of the British. It 

did not encourage mass education but on the other hand set 

up colleges for the elite who on the basis of downward 

filtration theory would spread education among the masses. 

This, however, did not happen as it only accelerated the 

process in widening the gulf between the rich and the poor 

and also between the advanced and the backward region. 

This system of education divided the nation into two distinct 

regions, viz., (i) Coastal Rimland and (ii) Interior 

Heartland. Rtmland incorporated those areaS which had the 

impact of the British system of education and heartland 

region (Bihar, Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh) coincided 

with the low educational development. Dl fact, the first 
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• 
three Presidency COlleges that were established in 1857 

. 
fell into the COastal Rimland, that being Calcutta, Bombay and 

Madras. Another salient feature that emerged from this 

form of education waS that the education was urban biased, 

catering to the needs of the British. Education remained 

confined to the upper classes and the real and pressing 

needs of the rural people remained beyond reach. 

However, by the end of the 19th century and 

beginning of the 20th century, Indian national opinion 

Saw clearly the dangers inherent in the British policy. 

This reaction gained the support of many and finally India 

emerged Independent in 1947. The GOvernment then sought 

to achieve their goals in the national reconstruction of 

ideas, education being one. This culminated in the 

formation of various committees and commissions in order to 

ameliorate the condition of our educational ·system. Among 

the notable ones were the University Education Commission 

1948, the University Grants COmmission 1956, and the 

Education Commission, 1964. All these stressed the 

importance of equalising educational opportunity and 

improving the standardS of education which was essential 

for the economic and cultural development of the country. 

Education in the rural areas was also stressed on. A 

number of rural institutes were established to encourage 

studies related to the rural life and thence to make it 

,more relevant to the societal needs. The real phase 
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started when the national Plans (Five Year Plans) were 

taken up, and phenomenal 'expansion' of education was the 

result. Despite the concerted effort made on the part of 

the Government to alleviate the people from ignorance 

and illiteracy, progress in education waS slow. This was 

due to some political reasons, and economic reasonS. There 

exists today intra-territorial and regional inequalities. 

5.1.~ The hue and cry of equality of education, irrespective 

of caste, creed or religion seems to have met with little 

success. Chapter III dealt emphatically with the regional 

imbalances in our educational system - between urban and 

rural and also within urban and rural as well. The distribution 

of education, both in terms of quality and quantity, is 

highly uneven. MOreover, as various studies have indicated, 

it seems to correspond directly to stratification and 

inequality in society. 

5.1.7 The colonial structure of spatial organisation 

oriented towards metropolitan centres or rather high order 

urban centres have accentuated during the course of 

educational and economic growth. However, little has 

been done to achieve an urban/rural symbiosis in economic 

developnent. 

5.1.8 There are in 1975-76, 100 affiliating and unitary 

universities and ten institutions deemed to be universities 

and nine institutions of national importance. All these are 

located in urban areas, but their domains spread to the 
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t'Ural «Id urban areas. ~ever, the educational load is 

greatest in the urban areas, leaving the rural areas in 

the backwaters of educational development. One of the most 

important functions the Indian city serves is as a centre of 

higher educ~tion. Almost all the 4,508 colleges and 

teaching departments that are affiliated or belong to the 

100 universities in the country are located in towns or 

cities. Here again. they cluster mostly in the capitals 

of the states. Thus. while the city generally functions as 

a centre of higher education, the capital of each state is 

the focus which offers maximum facilities. 

5.'1.9 It would be interesting to note that the main 

finding of Chapter III shows that as the city size decreases. 

the percentage of enrolment also decreases in all the 

universities. Hence, it is fair to say that education like 

other variables follows closely a set of development and 

reflects a hierarchy of system. To state more explicitly 

it just means that the educational load seems to be greatest 

in the highest order urban centre and goes on decreasing 

with a decrease in the city size. However, the situation 

,in rural areas is somewhat different to that of urban. Here 

it was found that the medium-sized villages (2.~ to 4.999 

population) formed the bulk of the students enrolment. In 

some universities the large sized villages (10,000 and above 

of population) were completely devoid of any such facilities • 
• 

There is in fact a paucity of facilities of higher education 

in certain groups of rural/urban in various universities. 
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There exists a wide gap between enrolment and 

population in various categories of urban and rural centres 

for different universities. It is found that majority of 

the affiliating universities accounted for less than 

35 per cent population in urban areas. except for Ravi 

Shankar and Jabalpur universities. On the other hand. 

enrolment in the urban for most of the universities accounted 

for 80 per cent or more of the total enrolment. This 

indicates the lacunae in our existing educational system and 

creates an anomaly in our planning process which aims at 

equalising educational opportunities. 

Great inequalities exist with respect to population 

and enrolment for all universities. However. the degree of 

inequality varies from one university to another. as is 

evident from Table III.3 which gives the value of Gini's 

coefficient. This inequality in our education is explained 

by the fact that our overall educational structure still 

suffers from colonial orientation of being absolutely 

urban-biased. Impulses of educational change instead of 

transmitting itself from the higher order urban areas to 

lower order centres. inclusive of rural areas deemed to have 

arrested the growth of the latter due to a number of 

socio-economic and political factors. which h~been 

highlighted in the course of the analysis. This urban 
• 

concentration of education suggests two questions. First. 

to what extent do the outlying areas utilise the facilities 

available in the cities? Do young people from the villages 
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and small towns that are not equipped with colleges 

come to study at the colleges in larger cities? Second, 

what implications does the urban clustering of universities 

student population have for life in the cities? Do distances 

affect the travel pattern of students? Pragmatically 

speaking, the socio-economic development and educational 

expansion Should be viewed as interdependent processes, 

and hence a more rational approach is needed for future 

educational planning. An alternative and more comprehensive 

approach to the concept of educational development has to be 

evolved to fight the basic flows in the system. Since 

education is spatially biased, the need is felt to locate 

colleges in far flung backward areas prov1ded the basic 

infrastructure for such development is existent. Decision 

on the location of new colleges should be based on locational 

principles emphasizing demand or the threshold distance among 

various service centres, their size and hierarchical network, 

so that equal educational opportunities may be provided to 

all irrespective of caste, creed, religion and even political 

bias. 

5.1.12 As needs or demands differ from region to region so 

differs the level of development of education in variouS 

states. This level of development of education undoubtedly is 

a reflection of the socio-economic condition of that place. 

Chapter IV dealt with the finding of the levels of development 

of various states and union Territories with respect to four 



indicators as mentioned in the chapter. Illumination of 

the existing disparities and diversities in the level of 

educational development in different states is important to 

know before any vigorous planning is attempted. It is found 

that Chandigarh ranks highest (24.1926) in tenns of educational 

development. This throws light on the planned development 

of the city. Delhi (8.5664), Pondicherry (8.2948), Kerala 

(4.9237 ), Goa, Daman and Diu (4.8423) rank second in order 

of educational development for higher education. All these 

states coincide, of course, with the high level of literacy. 

Moreover, it also points to the fact that some of these states 

in general had some influence of the English system of 

education and economically too are better off than most other 

states. Nagaland, Bihar, Andhra PradeSh, Assam, Tripura, and 

Madhya Pradesh show low development of higher education. 
Ie 

The reason attributediis the relative backwardness of these 

states, both socially and economically. This also provides 

an explanation for such ineffectual planning and lack of 

educational development in these areas. Poverty persists in 

Bihar which creates imbalances in the economy and social 

structure, and hence hampers any prospect of educational 

development. Moreover, the population is large in these 

states (Uttar PradeSh, Bihar) and educational facilities are 

few in number. Even if development has taken place in these 

areas, it has only created artificial islands of affluent 

academies, isolated from their environment. 
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5.1.13 This study, neve~heless, has given rise to two 

burning problems with inevitable social and political 

consequences. First, under the tremendous pressure of numbers 

in certain institutions, the quality of education is deteriorating; 

and in some respect the educational system appears to be in 

fact breaking down by a number of campus troubles during the 

last few years. Second. the rather slow pace of economic 

development in certain areas and regions in relation to higher 

education has created the problem of educated unemployed. 

Hence, the word 'development' of education cannot be viewed 

in isolation, but such an attempt to study the lopsided 

and imbalanced development of higher education in states 

opens ways for further investigation for such an educational 

situation. 

5.1;14 To conclude. we can safely say that our regional
 

structure of education, except for a minor change stands
 

stagnant on the edifice built by the BritiSh. It is true
 

that the country evolves an integrated plan of development
 

to promote rapid economic and social growth. Within the
 

broad framework. however. micro-level planning for educational
 

development must be fitted in taking into account regional
 

variations which are far too many. Whatever way it is viewed.
 

education is a sine qua non for development - aaterial.
 

intellectual and spiritual. The unfortunate reality in this
 

country is that the vast maj ority of the population still
 

ranains illiterate. The first step to be undertaken with
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respect to education should be to make the education productive 

and relevant to the society at large. It is imperative to 

restructure education because Lt ,:still remains inadequate in 

relation to the size of the population and settlement pattern. 

Besides, educational institutions are deficient in 

infrastructural facilities. 

aJOOEsr lDNS IUR FURTI£R RE~ARCH 

Research is an on-going process. Education itself 

is a life long process of learning and incorporating new 

ideas with changing times. The more we plunge into the 

ocean of knowledge the more vistas of knowledge open for us. 

No amount of research in any field can exhaust the fund of 

knowledge in that field or solve all the problems of that 

field. Greater sophistication means new problems and thus 

implies more research. Hence, it will not be proper on the 

part of any researcher to think that he has covered all the 

dimensions of a particular problem. The investigator also 

does not claim that he has touched all the dimensions of the 

problem which he has taken up for investigation. 

However, the present endeavour is the spade work 

done at micro and macro level both in fields of education 

and geography and in future it~uld definitely f~rm some 

base for further investigations into allied problems like: 

1.	 How has location affected the inflow of 

students in a given area; 
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2.	 Why movement of pupils show areal 

variations under the uniform nature of 

network of transportation. and 

3.	 Why pupil participation in education showS 

greater variations where natural and economic 

conditions do not differ much? 
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l 
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IV 
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2.5 
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59 
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{
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( 
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( 
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( 
( S1ligur1 II 118 I 
{ Jalpa1gur1 II 119 I 

Jalpaiguri ( 
( Alipurdawa II 120 
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APPENDIX _ B 

£ensus Classification 

tI't~ CODE 

Class I 1.1 Population of 100,000 and above 

Class II 1.2 population of 50 ,000 to 99,999 

Class III 1.3 Population of 20,000 to 49,999 

Class IV 1.4 POpUlation of 10,000 to 19,999 

Class V 1.5 Population of 5,000 to 9,999 

Class VI 1.6 Population of less than 5,000 

• 

RURAL 

2.1	 Village with population 10,000 & above 

_ 9,9992.2 Village with population	 5,000 

2.3 village with population 2,000	 - 4,999 

2.4	 Village with population 1,000 - 1,999 

_2.5	 Village with population 500 999 

200 _2.6 Village with population	 499 

2.7 Vil1.age with population	 less than 200 

According to Indian Census convention any place 
wi th a population ~eeding 100,000 is called a 
City. 
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APPENDIX - C 

~!!~of universities 
1857 _ 1947 

Name of university	 Date of Establishment 

1. Calcutta	 1857 

2. Bombay	 1857 

3. Madras	 1928 Reconstituted 
1857 
1923 Reconstituted 

4. Punjab	 1882 

5. Allahabad	 1887 
1922 Reconstituted 

6. Banaras	 1916 

7. Mysore	 1916 

8.	 Patna 1917 

19189. Osmania 

10.	 Aligarh 1920 
/' " 

192011. Lucknow r 
192112.	 Dacca 

192213. ' Delhi 

14.	 Nagpur 1923 

192615.	 Andhra 

192716.	 Agra 

192917.	 Annamalai 

193718.	 Travancore 

194319. Utkal 
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Appendix~ont 'd ••• 

20. Saugar	 1946 

21. Itajputana	 1947 

Source J	 Progress of Education in India J 1937-47
 
Decannial Review, vol. 1, Central Bureau
 
of Education, Ministry of Education,
 
p. 107. 

1 . 

I 

r. 

, I, , 
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ltPPENDIX....:..a 

STATE 

COASTAL ARE.,M 

Kerala 

Bombay l Maharashtra, Gujarat) 

Madras 

West Bengal 

Punjab 

Bihar 
" I' 

uttar Pradesh 

Madhya Pradesh 

Rajasthan 

Orissa 

I,
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~PENDIX...::...! 

Increase in the Number of 
1947 _ 1975 

Ulliversitiess 

Year No. of New universities 
Established 

No. of Instituticns 
dec lared as deemed to 
be UI'liversi ties 

1947 

1950 

1955 

1960 

1965 

1970 

_ 

_ 

_ 

_ 

_ 

_ 

1949 

1954 

1959 

1964 

1969 

1975 

8 

8 

9 

22 

17 

23 

Nil 

Nil 

2 

5 

1 

1 

Source s Government of India, Draft Fifth Five 
Year Plan, 1974-1979, Part II, p. 198. 

'. 
1 
;. 
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N'PENDIX -...r. 

Enrolment in Higher Education, India, 1960_61_74 

Year Enrolment Percentage of Rate 
of Growth 

-
1960-61 1,034,934 

1961_62 1,155,380 11.60 

1962_63 1,272,666 10.15 

1963_64 1,384,697 8.80 

1964-65 1,528,227 10.36 

1965_66 1,728,773 13.12 

1966_67 1,949,012 12.73 I. 

1967_68 2,218,972 13.85 

1968_69 2,473,264 11.45 

1969-70 2,792,630 12.91 

1970-71 3,001,292 7.47 

1971_72 3,262,314 8.69 

1972-73 3,456,096 5.90 

1973_74 3,583,986 3.70 

---

.iource I university Grants Commission, Annual 
Reports, 1965_1975, New Delhi. 

1 
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APPENDIX 'G' 

STATE-WISE LIST OF UNIVERSITIES AS ON 1':9.'1976 

'. State 
Code 

1 

state 

2 

lkliv. 
Code 

3 

,University 

4 

Location 

5 

Type 
(75-76) 

6 

• 
01 Andhra Pradesh 001 Andhra Waltair Affiliating 

002 Osmania Hyderabad Affiliating 

003 Srivenkateswara Tirupati Affiliating 

004 A.P.Agricultural Rajendranagar unitary 

005 J .N •Technological Hyderabad unitary 

02 Assam 006 Dibrugarh Dibrugarh Affiliating 

007 Gauhati Gauhati Affiliating 

03 Bihar 

008 

000 

010 

Assam 
Agricultural 

Bhagalpur 

Bihar 

Jorhat 

Bhagalpur 

~zaffarpur 

lklitary 

Affiliating 

Affiliating 

I 
I 
, I 

011 

012 

L.N. MI.thila 

Magadh 

Darbhanga 

Bodh Gaya 

Affiliating 

Affiliating 

~' 

. i 

" j i 

013 Ranchi Ranchi Affiliating 

014 

015 

Patna 

Rajendra 
Agricultural 

Patna 

Pus a 
Samastipur 

unitary 

tklitary 
!I 
,, 

04 Gujarat 016 Gujarat Ahmedabad Affiliating 

017 Saurashtra Rajkot Affiliating 

OlB S. Guj arat Surat Affil iat ing 

019 Sardar Patel Vallabh 
Vidyanagar Affiliating 

020 Gujarat 
Ayurveda Jaanagar Affiliating 
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•	 - 2 

1 2 3 4 5	 6 

021	 Gujarat
Agricultural AbDedabad Unitary 

022	 M.S.University 
of Baroda Baroda U1itary 

05	 Haryana 023 Kurukshetra Kurukshetra Affiliating 

024	 Ha~ana 
Agr	 cultural Hissar tk1itary 

06	 Himachal Himachal 
Pradesh 025 Pradesh Simla Affiliating 

07	 Jammu & Kashmir 026 Jammu Jammu Affiliating i 

. 027 KastJnir Srinagar Affiliating " 
I , 

08	 Karnataka 028 Bangalore Bangalore Affiliating 

029	 Karnatak I:harwar Affiliating 

030	 Myso re Mysore Affiliating 

031	 University of 
Agricultural 
Sciences Bangalore tk1itary 

11 
09 Kerala 032 Calicut Calicut Affiliating 

"

i 
; 

.'1 
033	 Kerala Trivandrum Affiliating 

i~034	 Cochin Cochin Federal 
I 

035	 Kerala ,~ 

Agricultural Trichur Unitary 

10	 Madhya 036 ltNadesh Pratap
Pradesh Singh Rewa Affiliating 

037	 Bhopal Bhopal Affiliating 

038	 Indore mdore Federal 

039	 Jabalpur Jabalpur Affiliating 

040	 Jiwaji Q,valior Affiliating 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 

041 Ravi Shankar Raipur Affiliating 

042 Saugar Sagar Affiliating 

043 Vikrarn Ujj ain Affiliating 

044 J.N. Krishi Jabalpur lklitary 

11 Maharastra 

045 

046 

047 

048 

049 

Indira Kala 
Sangit 

Bombay 

Marathwada 

Nagpur 

Poona 

Khairagarh 

Bombay 

ItJrangabad 

Nagpur 

Poona 

Affiliating 

Federal 

Affiliating 

Affiliating 

Affiliating 

I 
; 

I 

I 
I 
1.1 

~. 
.! 

050 

051 

Shivaji 

S.N .D.T. 
\\bmen IS 

Kolhapur 

Bombay 

Affiliating 

Affiliating 
~I 
I 

052 

053 

Konkan Krishi 

Mahatma PIlule 
Krishi 

Dapoli 

Rahuri 

Ulitary 

Federal 

, 

054 

055 

Marathwada Krishi Parbhani 

Punj abrao Krishi Alcola 

Unitary 
I' 

12 Aeghalaya 056 North Eastern 
Hill Shillong Affiliating 

13 Orissa 057 Berharnpur Berhampur Affiliating 

058 Sambalpur Sambalpur Affiliating 

059 Utkal Bhubaneshwar Affiliating I 

060 Orissa University 
of Pgriculture & 

BhubaneshwarTechnology Unitary 
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1 2 3 4	 5 6 

14 Punjab	 061 Punjabi Patiala Affiliating 

062 Glxu Nanak Oev hnritsar Affiliating 

063 Punj ab: Clandigarh Affiliating I 

064	 Punj ab 
Agricultural Ludhiana U'litary 

15 Raj asthan	 065 Rajasthan Jaipur Affiliating 

066 Udaipur Udaipur Affiliating 

067 Jodhpur Jodhpur U'litary 

16 Tamil Nadu	 068 Madras Madras Affiliating 
i 

069 Madurai	 Madurai Affiliating ~ 
070	 Tamil Nadu 

Agricultural Coimbatore Unitary 

071 Annamalai	 Annamalai 
Nagar Ulitary 

17 Uttar Pradesh	 cn2 Agra Agra Affiliating , 
,I 

073 Aligarh Muslim	 Aligarh U'litary I 
074 Allahabad	 Allahabad Unitary d

I'
075 Avadh Faizabad Affiliating ~ I 
076 Banaras Hindu Varanasi Ulitary 

077 sundelkhand Jhansi Affiliating 
,	 078 Garhwal Srinagar Affiliating 

079 Gorakhpur Gorakhpw: Affil iat10g 

080 Kanpur Kanpur Affiliating 

081 Kumaon Nainital Affiliating 

082 Lucknow Lucknow Ulitary 
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083 M:!erut M:!erut Affiliating 

084 Flohilkhand Bareilly Affiliating 

085 Floorkee Floorkee Unitary 

086 Chandrashekhar 
Azad University 
of A;Jriculture 
& Technology Kanpur Unitary 

087 G.B. Pant 
lkliversity of 
Agriculture & 
Technology Pantnagar unitary 

1 

:1 

I 
088 Kashi 

Vidyapith Varanasi unitary 

089 Burdwan Burdwan Affiliating 

18 West Bengal 090 Calcutta Calcutta Affiliating 

091 North Bengal Darjeeling Affiliating 

092 Jadavpur Calcutta Unitary with 
Affiliating 
powers 

093 Bidhan Chandra 
Krishi Kalyani Ulitary 

094 Kalyani Kalyani Affiliating 

095 Rabindra Bharati Calcutta Affiliating 

096 Visva Bharati Shantiniketan Unitary 

19 Delhi 097 Delhi Delhi Affiliating 

098 Jawaharlal Nehru New Delh~ Unitary 
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APPENDIX'''' 

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.' 1.6 2,1 2,2 2.3 2,4 2.5 2,6 2.7 

1.	 ANDHRA 42.54 11.94 23,13 5,22 1.24 2,24 4,48 7,46 0,15 

2.	 OSMANIA 70.18 7,90 13.16 6.14 0.88 - - 0.88 - 0.88 

3.	 SRlVENKATESliARA 34:78 34.78 17.39 2.17 - - - 6.52 4.35 

4.	 DIBRlJGAIlH - 28.57 10.20 14.29 2. Q1. 10.20 6.12 6.12 10,20 4.00 6.12 2.Q1. 

5.	 GAlJHATI 23.28 12047 9.48 13.7'9 13.7'9 2.59 2.59 2.59 6.90 11.21 0.86 0.86 

6.	 BHAGAL PUR,BIIlAIi 29.79 8.94 23.40 9.79 5.11 - 3.83 8.00 5.96 2.55 2.13 0.43
 
L.N .MImILA,MAGAIlH
 
AND PA'DITA 

7.	 RANCHI 47.01 5,88 16.18 11,77 1.47 2.94 1.47 - 4.41 7.38 1.47 
• 

8.	 SAURASl'RA 63.23 22.58 14.52 6.45 - - - 1.61 1.61 

9.	 SOUTH GUJARAT 38.89 27.78 16.67 11.11 2.78 - - 2.78 - - - - 
1O. SlAHDAR PATEL 40.12 16.86 20.93 18.CI! 1.74 - 0.58 1.16 0.58 - - - 

AND GUJARAT 

11. KUHUSIIETRA 11.11 33.33 25.64 10.26 3.42 2.56 - 3.42 8.55 1.71 - - 
12. HlMACHAL HUDESH - 22.58 3.23 25.81 9.68 12.90 - - 3.23 12.90 3.23 6.45 
13. JAMMU	 75.00 - - 18.15 6.25 - 
14. KASHMm 69.67 - 30.43 

15. BANGALOBE l'-' 
16. KAllNATAK 46.~ 10.79 16.55 15.83 0.72 - - 5.76 2.88 1.44 - - - CO 

17, 1'IYSORE 46.61 13.56 16.10 10.17 0.85 2.54 0.85 4.24 4.24 0.85 

-..I 
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1,1 1,2 1,; 1,4_1,51,62,1 202 2,32,42,52,6 2,7 

18, CALlCUT 15,49 19,72 18~31  11,27 2,82 12,68 1,41 9,86 4,23 1,41 - - -

19, KERALA 31,n 4,81 25,00 6,73 1,92 - 13,46 6,73 7,69 0,96 0.96 - -

20, A,P,SINGH - 28,26 26,f11 8,70 6,52 - - 0.52 13.~  - 6,52 4.35 -

21, BHOPAL 73,0:1 - 23,C!1 - 3,85 

22. JABALPUR 86.21 - - - - - - 6,89 - - -

23. JIWAJI 31,71 4,88 26.8312,20 4.88 - - 2.44 9,76 2,44 4,88 - -

24. SAUGAR 15.39 21,15 28,85 15.39 1,92 1.92 - 1.92 3,85 5.71 1.92 1.92 -

25, VlKRA1'! 33.33 11.11 20,00 33,33 2,22 - - - - - - - -

26, BCMBAl' 70,80 10.62 6.20 5.31 0,89 - 1.71 3,54 0,89 - - - -

27, MARATHVADA 34,11 12.94 - 21.17 20.00 5,88 - - 2,35 2,35 - 1,18 - -

28. NAGPllR 43,97 14.89 17.Cl2 13.48 2.13 - 2.13 4,91 1.42 - - - -

29. l'OlBA 51,00 4.00 18,00 8.00 4.00 - 6.00 4.00 3,00 2,00 - - -

30, SHIVAJl 37,65 20,00 12.94 9.41 1.18 - 4.71 9.41 3.53 - 1.18 - - • 

31. NOR'm E.AS'1'ERN 37.93 - 20.69 13.79 6.89 - - 3.45 6.90 3,45 6.90 - -
RILL 

32. BERllAMPUR 35.00 - 20,00 35,00 5.00 - 5,00 - -

33. SAMBALPllR 43.76 - 21,88 9,32 15.63 - - - 6,25 3,13 - - -

~ 

...,J 
CO 

~------_._-- .. ~  --~_."----- -
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----- ---:r1,1 1,2 1.3 1.4 1., 1, 2,1 2,2 2.' 2.4 2,' 2,6 2.1 

34,mKAL 31,03 6,90 13,79 13.79 13,79 - 3,45 1,72 10,35 3,45 1,72 

35, Guru N~  DEY 35,62 16.44 9.59 17.81 2.74 - - 5.48 6.85 4,11 1.37 

36,� PUNJAB AND 34.59 15.79 19.55 9.77 7.52 0.75 0.75 1.50 2.26 6.77 0.75 - 
Pl:NJABI 

37.� RAJASTHA.N AND 41,72 11.66 18.40 14.72 2.45 - 1,23 1,23 3.01 4.29 0.61 0.61 
UDAIPDR 

38.� MADRAS 62.13 11.33 10.65 5.92 2.37 0.59 0.59 1.78 2.96 - 1.18 

39.� MADURAI 49.04 17,31 8.65 8.65 0,96 0.96 2.88 2,88 2.88 5,77 

40,� AGRA 53.66 12.20 19.61 4,88 4~  - .,. 2.44 .. , 2.44 

•41.� B'lJNIlEIKHAND 23,00 7.69 53,85 15.39 - - - 
42.� GARH\iAL 53.52 12.68 14.09 5,63 2,81 - - 5,63 4,23 1,41 

43. KtlMACIl - 9,09 45.46 27.27 - 9.09 - - - - 9,09 

44, AVAlH 33,38 9.74 27.69 4,61 3.59 - 0.51 5.64 7.18 5.64 2,0.5 
BENARES HINDU 
GOIL\KBPDR AND KANPlIR) 

45, MEERllT 33.33 14,82 22.22 11.11 - 1,85 1.85 5,56 5.56 3,70 
46.� lllEILKHAND 41.38 20.69 24,14 3.45 - - - 6.90 3.45 
47.� l«>RT!i BENGAL - 50,00 23,53 8.82 2.94 2.94 2.94 - 2 ,94 5,88 

48.� ~c~~V=m"AN57.30  10.22 8.76 3.28 2.19 - 3.86 1,10 5.84 7,30 0,13 

49.� IlELHI 100, ,\J 
CO' 
0 

-_ ..._---




